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FIRST DAY
ATTENDANCE POLICY

www.bgnews.com

Construction on
campus continues

Several classes mandate a
first day attendance policy - if
a student doesn't show up,
he or she can automatically
be dropped from the class. If
an instructor implements the
policy, it will be listed under
the class schedule section of a
student's MyBGSU account.

University master plan set to affect the next decade

GETTING THERE

lYURSIABUE I IHEBGNIWS

START OFF
RIGHT.

Plan a campus route to avoid construction
and renovations. Areas around University,
Moseley and Hanna Halls. Falcon Heights and
Centennial Hall. Kohl Hall and the Wolfe Center
may be blocked off, said Steve Krakoff. vice
president of capital planning and design.

Follow these 5 tips for a great first day of classes

ByM.xFilby
News Editor

When the class of 2015 prepares to
turn its tassels, classrooms may look
a little different and campus may be
a little more crowded than it is now.
In the next four to 10 years, students
will witness more construction and
renovations as the University moves
forward with its master plan.
After finishing new residence halls
Falcon Heights and Centennial HalL
Sarah Waters, Residence Life director, and Steve Krakoff, associate vice
president for capital planning and
design, plan to focus on upgrades to
Kreischer, McDonald and Offenhauer
Towers residence halls.

facilities need attention too, and we
want to give them that attention so
everyone can have the best experience passible," Waters said.
Residence halls aren't the only
housing on campus that will see a big
change throughout the next 10 years.
The University is also planning
to build new Greek housing units as
more funding becomes available.
The University is currently looking to move Greek housing to a different location on or off campus,
Krakoff said.
The cost to relocate it would range
from $1 million to $1.5 million per
See PUN | Page '

"We know that some of our other

GRAB A COFFEE
BYRON MACK I TKBGNJW

Get a morning pick-me-up before or after
class. Starbucks has the least business during classes, said Karen Piotrowski, Starbucks
coordinator. Monday classes start on the
hour and end 10 minutes before every new
hour so head to Starbucks on the 15s to
avoid traffic, if all else fails, Dunkin' Donuts
also serves coffee at The Oaks.

PRINTING HOLIDAY
Students can print in campus computer labs for
free this week, according to an announcement from
Information Technology Services. When the "printing holiday" comes to a close, students must load
funds on tneir BGl Cards to cover the costs. Visit
bgsu.edu/printresponsibfy for more information.

year." &nr/ Anonec USG president sad

CAMPUS
BRIEF

President Mary Ellen Mazey wil rtroduce hersel
to USG members arxl share some of her plans tor
the school year.

The Undergraduate Student Government wl meet
foe 6 first fal semester meetrig tonight at 730 pm n
the McFall Cera Celery
Thssthe fist ftraOSGwl meet in the galery
instead ot a room on the thid fbor of the Unon
Anyone can attend the meeting
"Yk moved it just to do something dUerent di

The senate wl abo address a resokton to thank Dr.
Ed Whpcfe. tamer vice president of student affais, lor
his wok at the University. Whpple left the University on
Jii/lfoa^hWashngtonDC
At the meeting. Ancinec wl introduce Beau
Slater, the new student representative fix the Board
of Trustees

SICSICSEZ'WELCOME'

BUY OR RETURN BOOKS
It might be "syllabus week," but some teachers will still
assign homework or reading. Head to the bookstore to buy
books and other course materials or return books you might
not need. Monday, Aug. 29 is the last day to return books
and other course materials at the University Bookstore in the
Union.
lYMNMtCK I THFBGNFWS

Mazey plans to focus on students
through visible, engaged presidency
New president aims to strengthen University with strategic plan, retention improvement
By Ail•R.p.I
EditOf-in-Ch»f

Poke.
With a suggestion from a student, President Mary Ellen Mazey
started a Facebook account this
summer to prepare for her first
year at the University.
She plans to use the page during
her five-year contract to observe
the thoughts of people on campus,
she said.
"It's sort of like a focus group,"

Mazey said.
Being involved with the students is one of Mazey's main goals
at the University.
She also said she hopes to
strengthen the University by
implementing the strategic plan
and Improving retention, inclusiveness and the international
population.
Her plans also include stabilizing the changing leadership at the
University and improving service
learning and scholarships.

"We have to control those things
we can control," she said. "The
state economy is what it is; we're
not the state, we're not the nation.
It's all about how we come together
and work together."
Mazey was chosen as the 11th
University president March 22
after a national search.
Undergraduate
Student
Government President Emily
See MAZEY | Page 2

FORUM
Competing tractors pul in fw
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BYRON MACK i WBGNFWS
PRESIDENT MAZEY meets SICSIC. the student spirit crew. Fnday morning

SPORTS
Offensive lint looks to improve

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What shouldn't you do on the first day of classes?

The city hosted the 45th annual National
Tractor Pulling Championship, the worlds

Uriiver^ftwiclentMaryEllen Mazey

After a rough 2010 season, the BG football team's

ERIN SMITH
Junior, Social Work

offe rs a letter to students, vwlcoming them

offensive line looks to have better success this year.

"Go streaking." | Pag«4

largest tractor-pulling event In the world,

to the University and encouraging them to

The line returns four starters, led by senior center

Aug.18to21|P«flt6

work hard | toft 4
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welcome back students

FRIDAY NIGHTS
10PM til 2:30 AM
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BLOTTER
FRI..AUG.19
1:02 A.M.
Zachary M. Gray. 18. of
Sylvania. was cited for underage possession of alcohol and
open container within the 100
block of E. Washington St.
1:25 A.M.
Complainant reported four
males made obscene comments toward his girlfriend
and then assaulted him in
Circle Ks parking lot. 103 N.
Prospect St.
2:02 A.M.
Gabriel Matthew Hess. 19. of
Toledo, was cited for underage under the influence of
alcohol and open container
within the 100 block of N
Main St.
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TEXT "CLAZEL" TO 87415

18 & Up * 21 & over FREE

2:13 A.M.
Complainant reported he
was struck in the face by an
unknown male at Sky Bar.
2:32 A.M.
Kelli Jean Baughn. 20. of
Bowling Green, was cited
for underage under the
influence of alcohol, operating a vehicle under the
influence of alcohol and
improper backing within the
200 block of N. Prospect
St. She backed into a complainant's house.
2 40AM
Kevin S Allen. Jr.. 26. of
Bowling Green, was cited
for operating a vehicle
under the influence of
alcohol near Sandridge and
Rudolph roads.

8:42 A.M.
Complainant reported a
black 42-inch Insignia TV.
valued at $650. missing
from his locked apartment
within the 900 block of
Klotz Road.
10:48 A.M.
Complainant within the
1000 block of Varsity
Square reported she posted
her number on Facebook
and now has a Nigerian
citizen calling her. trying
to convince her to marry
him so he can come to the
United States She wanted
the phone calls to stop.
11:20 A.M.
Complainant reported
someone broke into his
apartment within the 600
block of Second St.
1:19 P.M.
Complainant reported
someone took three of his
solar lights from his backyard within the 400 block of
N. Prospect St.
7:44 P.M.
Eric A. Frissell. 22. of
Perrysburg, was cited for
open container near East

MAZEY
From Page 1
Ancinec served on the
search committee that
selected Mazey.
After speaking with
Mazey about USG's concerns, Ancinec said Mazey
took them seriously and
didn't brush them away.
"You can tell she's definitely a listener," Ancinec
said. "She wants to understand BG culture and figure
out what we want. It's really

TIME
CK OFF
HE 2011
'OLYEAR *
visit us tonight!

Wooster and Biddle streets.
10:56 P.M.
Jeremy James Myers. 18. of
Swanton. Ohio, was cited for
open container and underage
possession of alcohol near
West Poe Road.
11:11 P.M.
Brent A. Bell. 37. of Bowling
Green, was cited for disorderly conduct/public urination within the 800 block of
Poe Road.
11:21 P.M.
Nicholas J. Daurelio, 20. of
North Canton. Ohio, was
cited for underage possession of alcohol within the 100
block of Manville Ave.

SAT., AUG 20
12:08 A.M.
Complainant reported a
Playstation missing from her
house within the 1000 block
of N. Grove St.
12:23 A.M.
Isaac Matthew Rosales. 18, of
Archbold. Ohio, was cited for
open container and underage
possession of alcohol near

encouraging that she's here."
Patrick Pauken, secretary
to the Board of Trustees,
said Mazey is engaging the
whole community by working with the city as well as
people on campus.
"The energy she brings
comes from her overall love
of learning," Pauken said. "It
really is pretty contagious.
Anyone who meets her and
gets to know her will feed off
of that energy."
Mazey's previous work
experience at Ohio universities, including Wright State

South Summit and Ridge
streets.
12:29 A.M.
Ciera L. Ward. 19. of
Walbridge. Ohio, and Jared
R. Wittmer, 19. of Bowling
Green, were cited for underage/under the influence of
alcohol and open container
within the 200 block of N.
Main St. Wittmer was arrested on active warrant through
Bowling Green Police
Division and was transported
to jail.
12:32 A.M.
Rebecca L McCarty. 18. and
Elijah Gordon Waeterling. 19.
both from Bloomdale. Ohio,
were cited for open container
and underage possession of
alcohol within the 200 block
of N. Main St.
12:41 A.M.
Complainant reported he
heard a crash and observed
a subject running in the 400
block of Gould St. It is suspected a glass window was
broken during the incident.
12:43 A.M.
Ryan N. Emch, 23, of Bowling
Green, was cited for open

container near Fairview Ave.
12:53 A.M.
Carl G. Smith. 23. of
Woodville, Ohio, was cited
for theft and criminal mischief
within the 100 block of Clay
St. He was walking past a
house, took a water can and
threw it on the roof of another address.
1:00 A.M.
Brianna M. Chicotel. 20. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
nuisance party and possession of marijuana and drug
paraphernalia; and Thomas
S. Rhinehart. 20. of Bowling
Green, was cited for underage possession of alcohol,
both within the 200 block of
S. Prospect St.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an enor has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

k

ONLINE: Go to bgnews.com for
the complete blotter list

University and Cincinnati here, Pauken said.
University, has given her
With her closeness to
knowledge of the state that her family in Ohio and her
will be helpful in times of enthusiasm to be at the
tight resources, Pauken said. University, Pauken said he
She has 30 years of experi- thinks she is more invested.
ence in higher education, 26
Students should expect
oftheminOhio.
to see her on campus, he
Most recently, she pre- said.
viously served as Provost
"She's really excited up
and Vice President for front and visible," Ancinec
Academic Affairs at Auburn said. "That will help stuUniversity in Alabama, dents get excited about her."
beginning in 2009.
Mazey must enjq
Editor's note: This story
iginalfy ran in Friday's
University and sun
area for her to
stt^ltksueofTheBGNews.
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Campus Ministry
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1428EWoosterSt
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Across From Harshman Dorms

Bible Study Every Tuesday At 8:30PM
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Rev. Michael Malanga I Senior Pastor
Sunday Service 110:00 AM

m n brookside church

Welcome Back
Mh
ITHE ALLIANCE
)
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We inviteyou
to worship with us
and look forward
to meetingyou soon!
ST. MARK'S
LUTHERAN CHURCH
Welcome students!
Let BGSU feed your brains and
Let Si.Marks feed your soul

Bowling Green Alliance Church
Make Yourself At Home
Real God...
Real People.

1161 Napoleon Rd.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
www.bgalliance.org

www.bgcovenant.oni

(419)353-9305

don't believe in the power
Just wait until

1165 Haskins Road
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
phone 419.352.8483
e-mail: offlce9bgcovenant.org

www.stmarkslutheranbg.org
315 South College, Bowling Green

Sunday Morning Pick-Up
Call for a ride: 419-352-3623

Traditional services hi
morning at 8:30 a
Praise Service altoi
met tervke!

FORUM

"We know that some of our other facilities need attention too and we want to give
them that attention so everyone can have the best experience possible."
- Resident Life Director Sarah Waters about upgrading the residence halls [see story, pg. 1J.
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What shouldn't you do on the first day of classes?
"Sleep in "

"Show up to the

k

"Wake up late"

"Get an underage"

wrong class."

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on
ASHLEY

CHRISTINA

BRADLEY.
Sophomore.
Political Science

GARDNER.
Freshman.
Biology

The BG News is
for students, made
by the students

Starting my first year at the
University was exciting and
petrifying all at the same time,
and I was two years older
than most freshmen when I
made the move.
It was a tough mutton —
from living two miles away
from the community college I
attended for two years, living
in the h< mse I grew up in with a
room to myself and driving my
parents' car around wherever
1 wanted; 1 was intimidated to
m< rve to a university. Especially
because I planned to live in a
suite in Founders 1 lall with five
girls Id never met without having a car on campus to escape
if it was completely horrible.
Then, I began working for
The BG News, which provided me with a way to get
involved on campus.
Through my work at the student publication, 1 was subconsciously learning all sorts
of things about the University
— many facts about the history, upcoming changes and
current issues, all through
the late nights I spent helping to produce the pages of
The BG News.
The great thing about this
organization is that the benefits of it go way beyond its
members. The work we do
informs you, the students. As
someone who was recently
new to this University. 1 want
you to know that The BG News
wasn't just a savior for my sanity when I first got here, but it's
the one source of information
run by students, for students.
With more than 100 of your
peers producing the publication, we are doing the dirty
work so you don't have to,
checking in with important
people at the University and in
the city and putting the information which matters to you
on our website or printing it
three days a week.
We've adjusted to what you
the students want and will
launch a new and'improved

website Monday morning.
With this push for interactive information, we will print
the actual newspaper three
days a week instead of five,
on Monday, Wednesday and
Friday. This doesn't mean we
will inform you less, because
as we like to enthusiastically
say in the newsroom, "Every
day is a web day!" We plan to
update our website daily with
news on and around campus,
including videos, photo galleries and breaking news.
Follow us on Twitter and
Facebook to stay connected. You already use them
all day anyway.
This also gives you, the
students, a chance to voice
your gripes, satisfactions
and questions.
We're making the news
more accessible to you and
the print product more worth
your time (it's always nice to
have that special hard copy
for your refrigerator if you end
up in one of our stories or
People on the Street).
Whether it's posting silly
photos of squirrels on campus,
being able to ask a reporter
more questions about a story
through comments, or seeing what other people of the
University are thinking and
doing, the website will provide
information about this community you are now a part of.
So get invested in the community that is your University.
You're only here a few years,
and this is the time for you
to focus on your education
(socially and academically).
Let The BG News inform
and help you stay connected.
Keep an eye out for the features we will include on our
new website and interact with
us to let us know what you're
interested in. Well get lonely
sitting in the newsroom working toward our midnight deadline, updating the website and
avoiding our homework, so
we'd love to hear from you
Editor's note: This column
originally ran in Friday's issue
oflheBGNews.

SHANE RODE.
Freshman.
Computer Science

COURTNEY

todays People On The

SNIDER.
Junior,
Communication
Disorders

Street? Or a suggestion (or
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

A letter from University President
Mazey to all students
Dear students,
It is my pleasure to welcome
you to Bowling Green State
University and to the start of
fall semester. As BGSU's new
president. I am proud to call
Bowling Green my home, and
I'm eager to get to know you.
Please introduce yourselves
when you see me on campus.
BGSU is alive with exciting new facilities this fall, and
more are in store.
Many of you are living in
our two new residence halls,
and we can all enjoy the interesting array of dining options
in The Oaks at McDonald

and Garillon Place near Kohl
Hall. You can cheer for the
Falcons at basketball games
and attend concerts and more
at the new Stroh Center. The
academic year promises
increased enjoyment from all
of the theater, music and arts
events that will be held in the
Wolfe Center for the Arts.
Having been a student, faculty member and university
administrator, 1 have found
that college is much like the
rest of life: The more we put
into it, the more we gain from
it. I encourage you to work
hard, immerse yourself in the
life of the University and take
part in experiences that will
enrich your knowledge and
your understanding of the
world. Be sure to look for
opportunities for student

"Having been a student, faculty member
and university administrator, I have
found that college is much more like the
rest of real life..."
research and other ways
to take your learning to a
higher level.
To help students be successful academically, the Learning
Commons in Jerome Library
has been redesigned as a onestop tutoring and academic
assistance center. There you
will find a welcoming staff
expert at working with students. They are there for you
— don't hesitate to make use
of their services.
As a first-generation college
graduate, I am a living exam-

ple of the power of education
to change lives. My family
always encouraged me to pursue higher education and academic excellence, and their
advice was wise. Whatever
your calling, if you strive for
excellence, BGSU can be the
basis of your success.
Have a wonderful year.

Editor's note: This column
originally ran in Friday's issue
oflheBGNews

A letter from USG President Ancinec
Dear first year,
Welcome to BGSU! We are
so happy to have you join our
Falcon family! You are about
to embark on a very exciting
journey, which I hope you
embrace wholeheartedly.
So here is some of my
advice for you:
1. Have an open mind: You
will have the opportunity to
do amazing things and meet
amazing people, so don't hold
yourself back.
2. Go to class: Seems simple

enough, but remember that
going to every class will be less
stressful for you in the long
nui. You can get an "A" in participation just for showing up.
So don't miss out on that!
3. Find your balance
between class, work, organizations, hobbies and your
social life. If you do too much,
you will burn out — it's inevitable. But soon enough you
will be smooth sailing as you
settle into your routine.
4. Get Involved: BG has
over 300 student organizations — from Undergraduate
Student Government to World
Student Association — and
everything in between who
would love to have you.

5. Take a deep breath and
relax: Going to college is a huge
change. After a bit, campus
won't seem so confusing and
the people on your floor won't
feel like strangers. Embrace
the resource that is your resident adviser; they work hard
to make sure you do your best
here at BG. You don't need to
navigate this alone.
Can't deny it — college will
be tough. We all mess up, take
hard classes and accidentally
oversleep, but don't let it get
you down. Take every moment
as a learning opportunity and
grow from it. In the end, you'll
be successful. I promise.
So who am I to tell you this?
Well, my name is Emily

Ancinec, and I have been
elected as your student body
president to be the student
voice to the University. I meet
with administrators and
handle concerns. But I don't
do it alone. I use the help of
the Undergraduate Student
Government with the concerns you see on this campus.
... and I've been a
freshman, too.
Best of hick in your first year
at BGSU!
Roll Along!

Editor's note: This column
originally ran in Friday's issue
oflheBGNews

Respond lo Asia at
thenews@bgnews.com

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column
or news story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters
to the editor:
■ Email us at thenews<5>bgnews.com.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West HaH.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom
of this page.

THE BG NEWS
ASIA RAPAI, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall

k

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP MEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras.

AUSSA WIDMAM. MANAGING EDITOR

ANDREA FEHL, WEB EDITOR
KATIE DOLCIATO. DESIGN EDITOR
BYRON HACK, PHOTO EDITOR
RYAN SATK0WIAK.SP0RTS EDITOR

Bowling Green, Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 372-6966

SUZANNA ANDERSON. COPY CHIEF

Website: http://www.bgviews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

!

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns
since 2000

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts, audio
slideshows and video
add to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy

MAX FILBY, NEWS EDITOR

Bowling Green State University

Email: thenews@bgnews.com

BLOGGIHG
Check out the sports
bloo for the latest in BG
athletics.

STEPHAN REED.F0RUM EDITOR
MATT UASSE.PULSE EDITOR
BOBBY WADDLE. IN FOCUS EDITOR
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed as
space on the Opinion Page permits
Additional Letters to the Editor or
Guest Columns may be published
online Name, year and phone
number should be included for
verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information
or anonymous submissions will
not be printed.

GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

EMAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment lo thenewsPbgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor' or "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG Newt

■
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A letter from Mayor John Quinn

44MAN,

W W THAT REALLY

STARTS MY

CLASSES
THEB6NEWS PRESENTS

Dear BGSU Freshmen,
As Mayor of Bowling
Green, it is my privilege to
give you a heartfelt welcome
to our community. We are
delighted that you have
selected Bowling Green State
University for your studies
and hope that you enjoy your
years in Bowling Green.
You've arrived at an exciting time for BGSU. Your new
president is full of energy
and is already engaged in
the campus and the com-

WHAT IS FALCON SCREECH?
FALCON SCREECH IS A SPECIAL ADDITION TO
MONDAY'S FORUM SECTION. SUBMIT YOUR 100-WORD
RANT ANONYMOUSLY AT BGNEWS.COM.

Dear BGSU. yes. move-in day is important - a new batch
of tuition-payers has arrived on campus. But when you close
down all the meters and commmuter lots on campus for it.
where the heck are commuting upperclassmen supposed to
park? Why do you only accommodate those freshman and
not those who have already paid tuition for a few years? My
trip alone across campus at 230 a.m. to stay at my friend's
dorm room was less than enjoyable. Good thing I didn't get
mugged. Maybe you shouldn't have torn up the Ice Arena
lot a few weeks before classes started.
-STRANDED OFF-CAMPUS
Hey. what's up pedestnan-making-eye-contact-with-me on
the street corner? Are you going to cross the street or not?
i Because if you don't jn the next four seconds, Jm going to
Jprn right ontolhurstin Ave. And when fdo. you better
not start walking or flipping me off Remember, pedestrians
have the right of way... unless they are in the way.
-GET OUT THA WAY

that you are considered residentsofourcommunity. With
all of our residents, whether
they are pursuing an education at BGSU or are living in
the community and raising a
family, we encourage civility
and community pride.
I wish you all the best as you
begin this exciting new chapter in your lives. 1 encourage you to study hard and
embrace the many opportunities available to you at
BGSU and in the Bowling
Green community.
Editor's note: Tliis column
originally ran in Friday's issue
ofTlieBGNews

A letter from GSS President Sleasman

FALCON SCREECH

Dear parents. I understand it's rough to let your baby go
off to college, but when I can't even walk to the bathroom
in residence halls because you all are congesting the
hallway traffic worse than rush hour in Chicago, it's time
to leave. Your kids are grown-ups now. They can hook
up their own TVs.
-GO HOME

has something for everyone!
The City of Bowling Green
provides many services.
Twenty-four hours a day
and seven days a week, our
top-notch police, fire and
ambulance services are set to
respond should an emergency
arise. In a more behind the
scenes role, we provide reliable utility services, including
electricity and water. There
are other services available
to assist you and I encourage
you to contact the city should
you need anything. For more
city and community information, visit the website at www.
cityofbowlinggreenohio.com.
Now that you live here in
Bowling Green, please know

munity. After watching the
various construction projects
— like the Stroh Center and
the new dormitories — take
shape over these past years,
it is great to know that these
facilities will now be utilized.
We hope these new facilities
will enhance your Bowling
Green experience!
There are many reasons
that Bowling Green is a great
place to live, work, study and
play. I hope that you will take
time to explore your new
community and take advantage of the many opportunities offered here including our
beautiful parks, great restaurants and unique shopping
opportunities. BowlingGreen

Dear Graduate Students:
I wish to first welcome
you to BGSU! The University
is excited you are here. You
selected an excellent institution of research, academic
excellence and nationally
recognized graduate programs.
As the incoming class, you
join a diverse graduate student body. You come from
across the country and globe.
About 20 percent of the graduate student population is
represented by international
students—which almost
equals the total international
undergraduate student population.
As we move forward this
year defining more clearly
what graduate education
means to BGSU, I look forward to meeting each ,of
you. | want to meet you! The

Graduate Student Senate
(GSS) is active and seeks your
input throughout the year at
ourmeelings (which are open
to the public), various events
(Professional Development
Day, Lunch Series) and to
stop in on the fourth floor of
the Union in the GSS office.
BGSU is on the move. We
have a new President who has
expressed repeatedly how
important graduate students
and graduate education are
to the mission of BGSU. We
are encouraged!
As you begin (or continue)
your graduate work here at
BGSU, remember we are a
community that often gets
overshadowed by the larger
undergraduate presence. As
a community of about 3,000
strong, we are often engaging the other 12,000 or so
undergraduates in classes
we teach or assist in; through
administrative functions
in offices across the campus and beyond as we provide support to enhaiuc the
undergraduate experience;

"As we move forward this year, defining
more clearly what graduate education
means to BGSU, I look forward to
meeting each of you."
and ultimately by modeling
the way through our studies,
leadership and encouragement as we struggle with our
own academic experience.
I come from NYC via Boston
and have done graduate level
work at a few other institutions. My doctoral work here
at the University is in a program that is nationally recognized. I made the move
to Toledo where I bought a
house and commuted to
BGSU every day. As 1 enter my
second year here at BGSU, it is
very clear that it was the best
choice I could have made.
Out of the other 11 or so institutions I have either attended
as a student or worked as a
researcher, administrator or
teacher, Bowling Green State
University is by far number

one, in part, because of the
graduate community. The
other part is the administration that is so engaged and
seeks to daily support graduate students to succeed.
I would possibly not be
doing my duty if I did not
encourage you to engage
the GSS or seek us out if you
have concerns. I would also
encourage you to know who is
representing your program in
GSS. Lastly, introduce yourself to various administrators
on campus as they traverse
the campus or at their office.
They want to meet you!
Lastly, enjoy Bowling
Green and BGSU.
1 look forward to meeting
you!
1 wish you well in your academic journey here at BGSU!

ne check us out online at

BGNews.com

New Dining Locations on Campus!
BGSU Dining Meal Plan Options
What does my meal plan mean?

Don't have a Meal Plan yet?

All You Care to Eat

Sign up for a block plan and save
when you eat at the new Carillon
Place and The Oaks Dining Centers!

With an All You Care to Eat
meal plan one swipe allows
you to enter and eat all you
wish while you are there.

Sign up at:

Custom

Hj£3*H www.dineoncampus.com/bgsu
%
---'-y'* and have a chance to win a
2nd Generation iPad.

A Custom meal plan is a
combination of AYCE and
Retail.

Retail

'Don't know which meal plan you have? Go to My Meat Plan Balance in your MyBCSU web portal.
| All Too C«ra to IM FHlllbM

With a Retail meal plan
you purchase your items A
la carte at retail locations.
At the All you Care to Eat
locations you will use retail
dollars to pay the door price.

I RMliI andMr Quit**, FMIfflttt

Where can I use my meal plan?
All You Care to Eat
The New Oaks and Carillon
Place Dining Centers.

Custom
Swipes are used at the Oaks
and Carillon Place Dining
Centers. Retail dollars are
used at anv dining location.

^ .fuin

■f&Slt

BGSU O.
DINING #0
Eat Learn Live

Retail
Retail dollars may be used in
all locations.

FORUM

"We know that some of our other facilities need attention too and we want to give
them that attention so everyone can have the best experience possible."
Resident Life Director Sarah Waters about upgrading the residence halls [see story, pq. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What shouldn't youdoon the first day of classes?
"Show up to the

"Wake up late."

"Get an underage"

"Sleep in"

I*

wrong class."

VISIT US AT
BCHEWS.COM

Have your own tale on
COURTNEY
ASHLEY

CHRISTINA

8RADLEY.
Sophomore.
Political Science

GARDNER,
Freshman,
Biology

The BG News is
for students, made
by the students

Starting my first year at the
University was exciting and
petrifying all at the same time,
and 1 was two years older
than most freshmen when 1
made the move.
It was a tough transition —
from living two miles away
from the community college 1
attended for two years, living
in the house 1 grew up in with a
room to myself and driving my
parents' car around wherever
I wanted I was intimidated to
move to a university. Especially
because 1 planned to live in a
suite in Founders I lall with five
girls I'd never met without having a car on campus to escape
if it was completely horrible.
Then, I began working for
The BG News, which provided me with a way to get
involved on campus.
Through my work at the student publication. I was subconsciously learning .ill sorts
of things about the University
— many facts about the history, upcoming changes and
current issues, all through
the late nights I spent helping to produce the pages of
The BG News.
The great thing about this
organization is that the benefits of it go way beyond its
members. The work we do
informs you, the students. As
someone who was recently
new to this University, 1 want
you to know that The BG News
wasn't just a savior for my sanity when 1 first got here, but it's
the one source of information
run by students, for students.
With more than 100 of your
peers producing the publication, we are doing the dirty
work so you don't have to,
checking in with important
people at the University and in
the city and putting the information which matters to you
on our website or printing it
three days a week.
Wfe've adjusted to what you
the students want and will
launch a new and'improved

website Monday morning.
With this push for interactive information, we will print
the actual newspaper three
days a week instead of five,
on Monday, Wednesday and
Friday. This doesn't mean we
will ii ill ii 111 you less, because
as we like to enthusiastically
say in the newsroom. "Every
day is a web day!" V\fe plan to
update our website dairy with
news on and around campus,
including videos, photo galleries and breaking news.
Follow us on Twitter and
Facebook to stay connected. You already use them
all day anyway.
This also gives you, the
students, a chance to voice
your gripes, satisfactions
and questions.
We're making the news
more accessible to you and
the print product more worth
your time (it's always nice to
have that special hard copy
for your refrigerator if you end
up in one of our stories or
People on the Street).
Whether ifs posting silly
photos of squirrels on campus,
being able to ask a reporter
more questions about a story
through comments, or seeing what other people of the
University are thinking and
doing, the website will provide
information about this community you are now a part of.
So get invested in the community that is your University.
You're only here a few years,
and this is the time for you
to focus on your education
(socially and academically).
Let The BG News inform
and help you stay connected.
Keep an eye out for the features we will include on our
new website and interact with
us to let us know what you're
interested in. Wfell get lonely
sitting in the newsroom working toward our midnight deadline, updating the website and
avoiding our homework, so
we'd love to hear from you
Editor's note: fliis column
originally ran in Friday's issue
oflheBCNews

SHANE RODE,

Freshman.
Computer Science

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

SNIDER.
Junior,

a question? Give us your

Communication

feedbackatbonews.com.

Disorders

A letter from University President
Mazey to all students
Dear students.
It is my pleasure to welcome
you to Bowling Green State
University and to the start of
fall semester. As BGSU's new
president, I am proud to call
Bowling Green my home, and
I'm eager to get to know you.
Please introduce yourselves
when you see me on campus.
BGSU is alive with exciting new facilities this tall, and
more are in store.
Many of you are living in
our two new residence halls,
and we can all enjoy the interesting array of dining options
in The Oaks at McDonald

and Carillon Place near Kohl
Mall. You can cheer for the
Falcons at basketball games
and attend concerts and more
at the new Stroh Center. The
academic year promises
increased enjoyment from all
of the theater, music and arts
events that will be held in the
Wolfe Center for the Arts.
Having been a student, faculty member and university
administrator, I have found
that college is much like the
rest of life: The more we put
into it, the more we gain from
it. I encourage you to work
hard, immerse yourself in the
life of the University and take
part in experiences that will
enrich your knowledge and
your understanding of the
world. Be sure to look for
opportunities for student

"Having been a student, faculty member
and university administrator, I have
found that college is much more like the
rest of real life..."
research and other ways
to take your learning to a
higher level.
To help students be successful academically, the Learning
Commons in Jerome library
has been redesigned as a onestop tutoring and academic
assistance center. There you
will find a welcoming staff
expert at working with students. They are there for you
— don't hesitate to make use
of their services.
As a first-generation college
graduate, I am a living exam-

ple of the power of education
to change lives. My family
always encouraged me to pursue higher education and academic excellence, and their
advice was wise. Whatever
your calling, if you strive for
excellence, BGSU can be the
basis of your success.
Have a wonderful year.

Editor's note: This column
originally ran in Friday's issue
ofTheBGNews

A letter from USG President Ancinec
Dear first year,
Welcome to BGSU! We are
so happy to have you join our
Falcon family! You are about
to embark on a very exciting
journey, which I hope you
embrace wholeheartedly.
So here is some of my
advice for you:
1. Have an open mind: You
will have the opportunity to
do amazing things and meet
amazing people, so don't hold
yourself back.
2. Go to class: Seems simple

enough, but remember that
going to every class will be less
stressful for you in the long
run. You can get an "A" in partiripai ion just for showing up.
So don't miss out on that!
3. Find your balance
between class, work, organizations, hobbies and your
social life. If you do too much,
you will bum out — it's inevitable. But soon enough you
will be smooth sailing as you
settle into your routine.
4. Get Involved: BG has
over 300 student organizations — from Undergraduate
Student Government to World
Student Association — and
everything in between who
would love to have you.

5. Take a deep breath and
relax: Going to college isahuge
change. After a bit. campus
won't seem so confusing and
the people on your floor won't
feel like strangers. Embrace
the resource that is your resident adviser; they work hard
to make sure you do your best
here at BG. You don't need to
navigate this alone.
Can't deny it — college will
be tough. We all mess up, take
hard classes and accidentally
oversleep, but don't let it get
you down. Take every moment
as a learning opportunity and
grow from it In the end, you'll
be successful I promise.
So who am I to tell you this?
Well, my name is Emily

Ancinec, and I have been
elected as your student body
president to be the student
voice to the University. I meet
with administrators and
handle concerns. But I don't
do it alone. I use the help of
the Undergraduate Student
Government with the concerns you see on this campus.
... and I've been a
freshman, too.
Best of luck in your first year
at BGSU!
RoU Along!

Editor's note: This column
originally ran in Friday's issue
ofTheBGNews

Respond to Asia at
tiienews@bgnews.com

SPEAK YOUR HMD
Got something you want to say about an opinion column
or news story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters
to the editor:
■ Email us at thenewsOJbgnewsxrom.
■ Cal us at 419-572-6966.
■ Gxne to our newsroom in 210 West HaH.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom
of this page

THE BG NEWS
ASIA RAPAI, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall

Check out the opinion page at www.bgnews.com

b

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP HEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and onfine extras.

AUSSA WIDMAN. MANAGING EDITOR

ANDREA FEW. WEB EDITOR
KATIE DOiaATO.DESIGN EDITOR
IYR0M MACK. PHOTO EDITOR

Bowling Green State University

RYAN SATKOWIAK, SPORTS EDITOR
SUZANNA ANDERSON, COPY CHIEf-

Email: uSeriews@bgnews.com

Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 572-2606

J

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns
since 2000.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor.

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
si idesbows and video
add to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy

MAX FIBY. NEWS EDITOR

Bowling Green. Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 572-6966

Website: http://www.bgviews.com

BLOGGING
Check out the sports
blog for the latest in BG
athletics

STEPHAN REED.FORUM EDITOR
MATT UASSE. PULSE EDITOR
BOMY WADDLE, IN FOCUS EDITOR
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed as
space on the Opinion Page permits
Additional Letters to the Editor or
Guest Columns may be published
online. Name, year and phone
number should be included for
verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information
or anonymous submissions will
not be printed.

EMAIL SUBMISSIONS as a.
attachment to thenewsii'ognews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and darity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
orhercfcoetion.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BGNew*

\
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A letter from Mayor John Quinn

44MAN,

W W THAT REALLY

STARTS MY

CLASSES
THEBGNEWS PRESENTS

Dear BGSU Freshmen,
As Mayor of Bowling
Green, it is my privilege to
give you a heartfelt welcome
to our community. We are
delighted that you have
selected Bowling Green State
University for your studies
and hope that you enjoy your
years in Bowling Green.
You've arrived at an exciting time for BGSU. Your new
president is full of energy
and is already engaged in
the campus and the com-

WHAT IS FALCON SCREECH?
MONDAYS FORUM SECTION. SUBMIT YOUR 100-WORD
RANT ANONYMOUSLY AT BGNEWS.COM.
Dear parents, I understand it's rough to let your baby go
off to college, but when I can't even walk to the bathroom
in residence halls because you all are congesting the
hallway traffic worse than rush hour in Chicago, it's time
to leave. Your kids are grown-ups now. They can hook
up their own TVs.
-GO HOME
Dear BGSU, yes. move-in day is important - a new batch
of tuition-payers has arrived on campus. But when you close
down all the meters and commmuter lots on campus for it.
where the heck are commuting upperclassmen supposed to
park? Why do you only accommodate those freshman and
not those who have already paid tuition for a few years? My
trip alone across campus at 2:30 a.m. to stay at my friend's
dorm room was less than enjoyable. Good thing I didn't get
mugqed. Maybe you shouldn't have torn up the Ice Arena
lot a tew weeks before classes started.
-STRANDED OFF-CAMPUS
Hey, what's up pedestrian-making-eye-contact-with-me on
the street corner? Are you going to cross the street or not?
. Because if you don't in the next four seconds. I'm going to
^yrn rigrrt qnto I hursttn Ave. And when I do, you better
not start walkinq of'flippirig me off Remember, pedestrians
have the right or way... unless they are in the way.
-GET OUT THA WAY

has something for everyone!
The City of Bowling Green
provides many services.
Twenty-four hours a day
and seven days a week, our
top-notch police, fire and
ambulance services are set to
respond should an emergency
arise. In a more behind the
scenes role, we provide reliable utility services, including
electricity and water. There
are other services available
to assist you and I encourage
you to contact the city should
you need anything. For more
city and community information, visit the website at www.
cityofbowlinggreenohio.com.
Now that you live here in
Bowling Green, please know

that you are considered residents of our community. With
all of our residents, whether
they are pursuing an education at BGSU or are living in
the community and raising a
family, we encourage civility
and community pride.
I wish you all the best as you
begin this exciting new chapter in your lives. 1 encourage you to study hard and
embrace the many opportunities available to you at
BGSU and in the Bowling
Green community.
Editor's note: Viis column
originally ran in Friday's issue
ofTheBGNews

A letter from GSS President Sleasman

FALCON SCREECH
FALCON SCREECH IS A SPECIAL ADDITION TO

munity. After watching the
various construction projects
— like the Stroh Center and
the new dormitories — take
shape over these past years,
it is great to know that these
facilities will now be utilized.
We hope these new facilities
will enhance your Bowling
Green experience!
There are many reasons
that Bowling Green is a great
place to live, work, study and
play. I hope that you will take
time to explore your new
community and take advantage of the many opportunities offered here including our
beautiful parks, great restaurants and unique shopping
opportunities. BowlingGreen

Graduate Student Senate
(GSS) is active and seeks your
input throughout the year at
our meetings (which are open
to the public), various events
(Professional Development
Dear Graduate Students:
Day, Lunch Series) and to
I wish to first welcome stop in on the fourth floor of
you to BGSU! The University the Union in the GSS off.ce.
is excited you are here. You BGSU is on the move. We
selected an excellent institu- have a new President who has
tion of research, academic expressed repeatedly how
excellence and nationally important graduate students
recognized graduate pro- and graduate education are
grams.
to the mission of BGSU. We
As the incoming class, you are encouraged!
join a diverse graduate stuAs you begin (or continue)
dent body. You come from your graduate work here at
across the country and globe. BGSU, remember we are a
About 20 percent of the grad- community that often gets
uate student population is overshadowed by the larger
represented by international undergraduate presence. As
students—which
almost a community of about 3,000
equals the total international strong, we are often engagundergraduate student pop- ing the other 12,000 or so
ulation.
undergraduates in classes
As we move forward this we teach or assist in; through
year defining more clearly administrative functions
what graduate education in offices across the cammeans to BGSU, 1 look for- pus and beyond as we proward .»i weeding,each ,of vide support .to enhaiRf the
yoa.'.want.fpmeet you! The undergraduate ajperfence;

"As we move forward this year, defining
more clearly what graduate education
means to BGSU, I look forward to
meeting each of you."
and ultimately by modeling
the way through our studies,
leadership and encouragement as we struggle with our
own academic experience.
I come from NYC via Boston
and have done graduate level
work at a few other institutions. My doctoral work here
at the University is in a program that is nationally recognized. I made the move
to Toledo where I bought a
house and commuted to
BGSU every day. As I enter my
second year here at BGSU, it is
very clear that it was the best
choice I could have made.
Out of the other 11 or so institutions I have either attended
as a student or worked as a
researcher, administrator or
teacher, Bowling Green State
University is by far number

one. in part, because of the
graduate community. The
other part is the administration that is so engaged and
seeks to daily support graduate students to succeed.
1 would possibly not be
doing my duty if I did not
encourage you to engage
the GSS or seek us out if you
have concerns. 1 would also
encourage you to know who is
representing your program in
GSS. Lastly, introduce yourself to various administrators
on campus as they traverse
the campus or at their office.
They want to meet you!
Lastly, enjoy Bowling
Green and BGSU.
I look forward to meeting
you!
I wish you well in your academic journey here at BGSU!

Come check us out online at

BGNews.com

New Dining Locations on Campus!
BGSU Dining Meal Plan Options
What does my meal plan mean?

Don't have a Meal Plan yet?

All You Care to Eat

Sign up for a block plan and save
when you eat at the new Carillon
Place and The Oaks Dining Centers!

With an All You Care to Eat
meal plan one swipe allows
you to enter and eat all you
wish while you are there.

Sign up at:
;H

Custom

www.dineoncampus.com/bgsu
and have a chance to win a
2nd Generation iPad.

A Custom meal plan is a
combination of AYCE and
Retail.

Retail

•Don't know which meal plan you have? Go to My Meal Plan Balance in your MyBCSU web portal.
I All rau COT

U>

U FacMMa

With a Retail meal plan
you purchase your items A
la carte at retail locations.
At the All you Care to Eat
locations you will use retail
dollars to pay the door price.

Where can I use my meal plan?
All You Care to Eat
The New Oaks and Carillon
Place Dining Centers.

Custom
Swipes are used at the Oaks
and Carillon Place Dining
Centers. Retail dollars are
used at anv dining location.

.r—,

-rssr.

BGSU A
DINING#€)
Eat Learn-Live

"■ d*f>»q«cMUM (M>%pH

Retail
Retail dollars may be used in
all locations.

CITY
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PULUM' TO VICTORY
ByM.„Filby
New EcJtor

Since the age of 14, Kevin
Schmucker has been on
a "Rampage"— his John
Deere tractor.
Schmucker and his
26-year-old son, Dan, pull
a little more weight than
some farmers by competing in the National Tractor
Pulling Championship
every year at the Wood
County
Fairgrounds.
Schmucker and his son
placed 9th and 14th in
their divisions at the tractor pull and are in first
place in the national tractor pull circuit.

"It's a family sport for
us," Schmucker said. "It's
something that's tied to
what wc do as fanners."
Although Schmucker
and his son placed 9th and
14th this year, they came
to the National Tractor
Pulling Championship
hoping for a repeat of their
first place finish in 2010.
Schmucker also came
in first in the 1998
championship.
"We always know we
have the chance to win,"
Schmucker said. "It's a
NATE [IEK0WCH I IHt B6 NEWS

See TRACTOR | Page 7

NATE ElEKONKH I THE BG NEWS

LARRY PHILLIPS, of Vine Grove. Kentucky, celebrates his win in the 6.200-pound Light Super Stock class at the National Tractor Pulling Championship at the Wood County Fairgrounds
this past weekend Phillips won despite his front steering linkage breaking before the start ol his run.

Committing off-campus crimes can
result in on-campus punishment
By Brian Bohncrt
Reporter

For students, committing
crimes off campus can not
only land them in trouble with the police, but it
can also land them in the
dean's office.
As part of the University's
Student Handbook, students
caught breaking laws offcampus grounds can also
face on-campus consequences under the non-academic
student code-of-conduct.
Associate Dean of Students
Michael Ginsburg is in charge
of administering the code-ofconduct and said alcoholrelated offenses top the list of
student arrests and citations
he sees when the city police
send his office the crime
reports every day.
"What happens is the
police share the blotter with
us every day," Ginsburg said.
"Then we go through it and
look for things like underage
alcohol consumption, distributing of alcohol to minors,
drugs, fighting, operating a
vehicle under the influence
and just general disorderly
conduct."

Lt. Brad Billerof the Bowling
Green Police Division said
alcohol is the most common
offense he has seen among
people in the typical age
group of a student, and many
of the other types of violations involve being under the
influence as well.
"If I were to look at our
annual reports, a lot of the
disorderly conduct cases
also fall under the alcoholrelated category," Biller said,
"lust shooting from the hip.
I'd have to say that at least
75 percent of those could be
contributed to that particular
age group."
While thecitypoliceare in
charge of providing a crime
report to the University for
off-campus violations, the
lone responsibility for
any on-campus crime
rests with the University
Police Department.
"If the arrest is made in the
city, the citypolice handle it,"
said Capt. Tim James of the
campus police department.
"If it happens on campus, we
take care of it. We are a fullfledged police department
with all of the jurisdiction of
a city department, and it is

"I can sympathize
with students, and
I understand that
things happen...''
Michael Ginsburg | Associate Dean

our duty and responsibility
to protect the University, no
matter how large or small
the offense."
Section 10 of the Student
Handbook outlines the code
of conduct for appropriate
student behavior and the
consequences for breaking
those rules.
While the handbook specifically states most of the
basic offenses and punishments from pages 38 to 43,
the dean's office generally rules on a situational
basis after a hearing has
taken place.
"The consequences really
depend on the situation,"
Ginsburg said. "For most situations, we'll send an email to
the student to try and set up
an appointment. Then, we'll
have a face to face discussion where we'll sit down and
talk about what happened. If

IS YOUR IMPORT
FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE
BG's largest and
most complete
import facility.

it's a student's first alcoholrelated offense, for instance,
we'll most likely just issue a
warning that basically tells
the student we know what
he or she did and that we
expect better."
As for the 2010-2011 school
year, Ginsburg said he was
happy to find there were no
expulsions and only a fairly
small number of suspensions
due to alcohol and fighting.
These statistics are ones
he said the University can be
proud of because it reflects
the responsibility and education of the students who
attend.
Education of the students
is Ginsburg's top_goal. He
said his main focus in disciplining students is not to
punish, but to educate and
teach them to be more aware
of their actions.
"I can sympathize with
students, and I understand
that things happen sometimes," Ginsburg said. "The
sanctions are not intended
to punish students. They are
intended to help students and
to educate them because we
want to see students succeed
hereatBGSU."

BOWLING GREEN
COLLISION CENTER
%

EXPERT REPAIR & REFINISHING

STAY SAFE
Students can follow
these tips to make sure
they have a safe oncampus experience:

Alcohol citations top list
By Bobby WKMU
Reporter

■ Worried about your
safety while walking
to and from class?
Call the Campus
Escort Service at
419-372-8J60.
■ If you feel like your
safety is in danger or
if you see anything
suspicious, dial 911
immediately.
■ Personal safety workshops are offered by
the University Police
Department. For .
more information, call"
419-572-2546.
■ If you may have any
information on a
crime alert that could
lead to an arrest, call
the University Police
Department at
419-572-2546.
■ For emergencies offcampus, city police can
be contacted by calling
911 or 419-552-2571 for
non-emergencies.

CHINA
VILLAGE
134 W Wooster
352-0528

12953 Kramer Rd.
off of S. Main
-BG-

419-352-7031

Students
spike city
crimes

Only Chinese
Restaurant
Downtown!

Ins. Claims Welcome • Auto Glass
Free Estimates • Paintwork
Body Work • MinorTouch Ups
Major Collision • Frame Straightening

GREAT POOD
I m
\ tj

GREAT
ATMOSPHERE

1011 S. Main, BG
419-353-6420

PICKUP

DELIVERY

IF. 866-295-7012
FREE Towing to our Shop

The University and citypolice
departments geared up for a
busy weekend and another
year as students came back
into town.
U. Brad Biller of the Bowling
Green Police Division said
there is a spike in crime for the
first several weekends before
and after school starts, with an
increase in disorderly conduct
and underage alcohol arrests
and citations. —.
Biller pointed out that a lot of
factors contribute to the spike,
including the Wood County
Fair, the National Tractor
Pulling
Championship
and the Black Swamp Arts
Festival, providing a lot of
activity and bringing more
people to the town.
This could be in part to
an initial misunderstanding
people may have when arriving to the town, Biller said.
"Some people have an
expectation that they come
here not as residents, but
as visitors that don't have
responsibilities in the community," Biller said. "I think
that people recognize some
of those responsibilities as
they're here."
The crime spike, Biller
said, continues through
Halloween before decreasing as winter sets in, and a
massive drop-off occurs during winter break. When students come back from winter
break and the weather gets
nicer as spring approaches,
crime rises again.
Tim James, administrative
captain for the University
police, attributes the rise in
crime to the fact that the
town's population as a whole
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See POLICE | Page 7
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POLICE
From Page 7

has grown.
"I wouldn't say that our
crime rate goes up from
school year to school year,"
lames said.
The city police department does not distinguish
whether an offender is
a student.
Biller said he thinks a
majority of the misdemeanor
crimes in town (which the
city deals with more than felony crime) deal with people
under the age of 30.
Mike Campbell, patrol
captain for the University
Police, said underage drinking is a common offense on
a college campus that occurs
throughout the year, even the
summer, if not as much.
" (Those offenses] depend on
the individual," Campbell said.
"If they decide to drink underage, it could be a multitude
of reasons."
Alcohol is often a factor in
the "risk-taking behavior" that
leads to disorderly conduct
that often includes fighting,
Biller said
"It's comical and sad at
the same time that people
fight over some of the stuff

they fight over," Biller said.
"I would venture to say most
of those fights have a root
in someone being under
some level of impairment
or influence of alcohol
or drugs because they
engage in behaviors that
they normally wouldn't."
The punishment for firsttime alcohol offenders
involves an alcohol diversion program, where offenders pay the associated court
costs and perform community service to have the
charge dismissed.
"Our prosecutor's office has
recognized that... people get
out of the house for the first
time, they've got some learning to do, they've got some
experiencing of life to do,"
Biller said. "We recognize that
the impact a criminal conviction can have on somebody is
pretty significant.
"The philosophy is that
everybody makes mistakes,"
he continued. "Although
there are consequences
attached, we are willing to
pull back on some of those
future ramifications."

Editor's note: This story
originally ran in Friday's issue
ofTheBGNews.

TRACTOR
From Page 7
hard thing to do but we come
here to win. We take this seriously."
While
Schmucker
has competed in the
National Tractor Pulling
Championship since 1982,
2011 marks the 45th anniversary for the championship.
No special events were
scheduled for the tractor pull
anniversary, said Michael
Hit. president of the National

Tractor Pull Association.

The event took place
from Aug. 18 to Aug. 21 and
kicked off this past Friday
with a concert and fan
appreciation night. Fans
were also able to go down
on the track throughout the
fan appreciation night.
The National Tractor
Pulling Championship has
been one of the larger events
and income sources for
Bowling Green and Wood
County for the past 45 years.
"It's the largest tractorpulling event in the world."

Ott said, "ft brings in a k« of
income and does a lot of good
for Bowling Green."
The event also draws in
close to 300 competitors every
year, such as Schmucker, and
about 60,000 fans like spectator Steve Kromer. Although
Kromer hasn't been to the
championship in about 20
years, the uniqueness of the
event is what brought
him back to the Wood
County Fairgrounds.
"It's just something different" Kromer said. "I'm a big
sports fan and a fan of drag

racing plus it brings in a lot of
revenue for the community,
too."
The thousands of fans who
pack the grandstands are why
Bowling Green has earned the
name "Pulltown."
Fans like Kromer also
return annually or after many
years with hopes of seeing
teams like Schmucker's "pull"
off more victories.
"We look forward to this
every year." Schmucker said.
"Some people might just go
golfing or something else, but
this is what we do."

N»TE Elf K0NICH I 111 60 NEWS
TONY SCHMIESING and his tractor. Bicmc Buzzard, tear down the Wood County Fairgrounds track The modilied tractors can produce as high as 10.000 horsepower,
pulling sledges of varying weights
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NATE ElEKONICH' THE BG NEWS
FANS from all over the country flock to Bowling Green to attend the National
Tractor Pulling Championship
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CONSTRUCTION CHECKPOINT
University finishes construction on buildings across campus
Com piled by Dan Lemle

Reporter
As students travel back to Bowling (irccn for the beginning of a new semester, the University campus will surely look and feel different.
Construction has concluded for Centennial and la Icon Heights residence halls and the Stroll Center, with (he Wolfe Center for the Arts to
be finished soon.
Editor's note: This story originally ran in Friday's issue of The BG News.

CENTENNIAL HAIL

WOLFE CENTER:

With an increase in enrollment over the past few years, the
class of 2015 may be the largest in the University's history.
To accommodate this large number, Centennial Hall is a brand
new bousing option for this year and exclusively for first year
students.
Centennial 1 Iall, located in-between Conklin and East halls
can house up to 664 students. Rooms in the buildings are
doubles, each with its own bathroom.
Centennial Hall has air conditioning and Wi-H Internet.

The Wolfe Cento will house performing arts events and activities.
It will serve as a common area where theatre, dance, musical,
film and digital arts productions can be worked on and produced.
'The Wolfe Center is unlike any other building in North
America," said Van Wright assistant to the president for enrollment management.
1'lie center has an environmentally-friendly design and hits
various initiatives that will keep energy costs down.

WWWBGNEWS.COM

Dining halls
open on schedule
Pinkberry opening delayed until mid-September
ByAlmWIdnwi
Managing Edrtor

The sweet scent of donuts
and coffee is drifting
across campus.
It's a hint of one of several
new dining options available
to students this fall
The University opened
two new dining halls Friday,
bringing two chain restaurants to campus.
The Oaks, near McDonald
Hall, features a Dunkin
Donuts. Carillon Place, near
Kohl and East halls, features
Pinkberry frozen yogurt,
opening Sept. 19.
Changes were long overdue, said Mike Pauhis, director of Dining Services. The
last dining remodel was in
1985 at Founders Keepers
food court, he said.
"The focus on campus has
really been heightening the
culinary expertise," he said.
"In these dining halls, we're
going back to the basics, with
an open kitchen, where you
can watch a quality product

being made."
Dining Services will also
open a new Outtakes snack
shop at the Jerome Library
today. Last week, its offices
moved into The Oaks'
second floor.
"A lot has happened over
the summer, and we're
already getting positive feedback," Pauhis said "I'm sure
well have some last minute
tweaks but for the most part,
everything is ready to go."
Workers encountered a few
setbacks while constructing
the new buildings — most
specifically at Carillon Place
— but the obstacles didn't
prevent the buildings from
opening their meal stations
on schedule.
Carillon Place's convenience store, however, won't
open until Sept. 9 at the earliest because of the obstacles,
said Marc Brunner, project
architect
"Working on a big projSee DINING | Page ?

MEAL PUNS
In addition to new dining halls, new meal plan options are now
available to students.
Dining Services created the new meal plans to offer more options
to students, said Mike Paukis, director of Dining Services.
Students can select ont of the following, starting this semester.

GOLD

TRADITIONAL 19 meals/week

I W<WIII ■tit III ||—W)|

1.953 falcon
dollars

RETAIL

STROH CENTER:

FALCON HEIGHTS:

To enhance the college experience for all students, the Stroh
Center will house basketball and volleyball games, concerts
and convocations.
The Stroh Center will be the first thing students will see when
coming to campus." said Van Wright, assistant to the president
for enrollment management.
In addition to the court, the Stroh will include locker and meeting rooms, staff offices for the coaches, Athletics Hall of Fame, a
ticket office, a merchandise store and a lounge.

Falcon Heights is a new housing option only available to
upperclassmen.
Located next to Offenhauer Tqw,eis, jtllwjjl,hp,us£.646^tudents and has two rooming style options.
One includes four separate rooms witH'a" uVmg'srMc'e'ahd
two bathrooms: the other includes two bedrooms shared
between four people, a living space and two bathrooms.
Falcon Heights has air conditioning, Wi-Fi Internet and
private bathrooms.

10 meak/week ♦

CUSTOM
h*>'',>iln"<oh

'J

SILVER

BRONZE

14 meals/week

10 meals/week

1.799 falcon
dollars

1,512 falcon
dollars

7 meals/week « S meals/week ♦
TSO falcon dollar
875 falconi dollars
, ..

University history is
created, preserved
Archives show how campus has changed
By Suxaniu Anderson
Copy Chief

As the University enters its
second century, it continues
to expand and change —
much as it has since its creation as Bowling Green State
Normal College in 1910.
The first two buildings
on campus, University and
Williams halls, opened
in 1915.
When it first opened,
University Hall had classrooms, a library, an auditorium and the University
President's offices.
Williams
Hall
was
originally called North
Dormitory, according to the

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Great Selection of
Houses £r Apartments
in Good Locations!
Available for 2011-2012

STOP
by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

•
•
•
•

University's library archives
website. Williams Hall
housed students until 1964,
when it was converted to
office space for the departments of history, political
science and sociology.
Many library curators
have observed more recent
changes on campus.
Lee Mc I .Hid. curator
of rare books and special
collections, has worked
with University archives
since 1987.
Information about the
University's history is now
available online because of
See HISTORY | Page 9

Colonial "Barbers
Come In and Get your haircut Todayl
Hours:
Men., Turn.. Hum., Fri.
8:30 am - 5:30 pm
Sat.
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[ioKKMNfwiofovAanm Bida prune romwotN Pmpeat. Court st,

We have Efficiencies, I Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
In most cases, water, sewer, and trash arc included.
Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.
WELCOME BACK

WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

STUDENTS

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

WE DELIVER!

319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Green, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00

(419) 806-4329

www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Mon-Sat 11am-10pm

:;i-5."

HOURS:

109 S Main Bowling Green, OH 43402
1
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ence like this."

From Page 8
I'll like chis, some days it's
daunting, but in the end. it's
very rewarding," he said "An
awful lot of people have been
involved in getting the dining
halls ready on time."
The two-story buildings
are different than anything previously offered on
campus, he said.
"Architecturally, they're very
unique and interesting buildings," Brunner said. "I think a
lot of people have been anticipating a better food experi-

affairs, worked with administrators and Dining Services to
brainstorm ideas for the new
dining centers.
Zachrich, a junior, helped
plan all aspects of the buildings — from design, to green
features and food options —
and said he is excited to finally
see his work take life.
The buildings are definitely
created with students in mind
and personally, I hope they
love them, he said.

Because of their features,
The Oaks and Carillon Place
will receive some level of recognition as Leaders in Energy
and Environmental Design,
I'.ivihis said

The buildings collect rain to
use in water-conserving toilets. They were also built from
materials within a 500-mile
radius of the work site.
"We're using some recycled
materials, too, like bam wood
and plastic from pop bottles,"
I'.mills said.

Ion Zachrich, former
Undergraduate
Student
Government chair of auxiliary

Editor's note: This story
originally ran in Friday's
issue ofTheBG News.

Hall, Gate Theatre and the
original Falcon Heights.
The Barracks and Falcon
From Page 8
Heights were "temporary
her work.
structures ... built immeAlthough McLaird stud- diately following World
ies the past, she continues to War II to offset increased
look toward the future, espe- housing demands for men
cially with the new Stroh from the armed services
Center that opened Aug 13.
whose education was pro"I'm not going to miss hav- vided for by the federal
ing trouble finding a parking government," according to
space," said McLaird, since the archives website.
library employees park in Lot
From the 1940s to 1962,
N, where traffic was some- the temporary structures
times congested because of had a home at the University.
athletic events.
The original location of
Having athletic facilities Tin Pan Alley, steel buildcloser to 1-75 also invites ings to house additional
people to the University men, was located where
and city, she said.
lerome Library sits today.
The University continues
North College Drive
to add more buildings to housed the Barracks,
adapt to changing student and Overman Hall was
needs and a larger student built on Falcon Heights'
population.
original site.
Two new dining and resiThis year's new Falcon
dence halls will open this Heights Residence Hall,
fall, and the Wolfe Center for therefore, isn't far from its
the Arts could possibly open original location.
later this academic year.
Sometimes buildings
Although new buildings went beyond their origiare close to completion, nal purposes to become
others were demolished to residence halls when
make room.
the University had a
The Wolfe Center sits housing shortage.
where the Saddlemire
Alice Prout Hall housed
Student Services build- students from 1955 until
ing once stood. Rodgers 2001. It was demolished to
Quadrangle was demol- build the Union.
ished in 2010, where the
The Eppler men and womCentennial Residence Hall en's gymnasiums became
now resides.
the Eppler Complex in the
Other buildings demol- 1979-80 academic year. In
ished in the University's 1944, military personnel
history include
Alice lived in the men's gymnaProut Hall, Tin Pan Alley, sium. In 1943, the women's
Natatorium, Barracks, Ivy gymnasium housed fresh-

men girls and the Sigma
Rho Tau and Phi Mu sororities.
Shatzel Hall housed students until 1965. Since then,
it has been an office building.
The Student Health
Center used the second
floor in 1977 as a temporary
men's dormitory.
Conklin Hall officially
opened in 1962 as a residence hall and was used as
such until 2007, when the
offices in the Saddlemire
Student Services Building
transferred. Conklin then
returned to a residence
hall for the incoming 2010
freshmen class.
The following have
only been residence halls
and not transformed into
office space: Harshman
Quadrangle,
Kreischer
Quadrangle, Offenhauer
Towers,
McDonald
Quadrangle, Greek houses,
La Maison Francaise (The
French House), Founders
Quadrangle and Kohl Hall.
Marilyn Levinson, curator of manuscripts, has
worked in the University
archives since 1979.
For example, she was concerned the green landscape
would disappear when East
Hall was completed in 1997
to centralize the English
and American Culture
Studies departments — but
luckily that wasn't the case.
"They've been really
sensitive to keep campus
green," Levinson said. "I'm
glad they left green space."

HISTORY

HISTORY LESSON
The archives website has
several fun facts about campus.
■ 1921
While Hanna Halls
construction began in
1916, it was not completed
until 1921, due to
material shortages in the
aftermath of World War
I and bankruptcy of the
contractor.
11950
Margaret Truman —
daughter of President
Harry Truman — visited
the University in March to
sing for the artists series
entertainment at the Guest
House, which is no longer

in use
■ 1959
A bakery is added to
Wiiams Halt to serve
as the main source
of baked bread for all
of the dining halts on
campus.
■ 1971
Nearly 60 mph winds
blow the second roof
off Memorial Hal
and Anderson Arena,
inflicting other minor
damage.
11980
Jimmy Carter —
former United States
president — stayed at
the University while on

the campaign trail for the
1980 presidential election
at the Guest House,
which is no longer in use.

BYRON MACK

From Page 1
house, according to a document from the May 6 Board
of Trustees meeting.
Funding for such construction projects can come from
the University, the state and
donations, Krakoff said.
Along
with
housing changes on campus,
Krakoff and the University
plan to renovate University,
Moseley, Hanna and South
halls throughout the next
four to 10 years.
"We're finishing up
what has really been a bold
change," Krakoff said. "We
now want to turn the ship and
focus on academic areas."
The University also plans
to build a new College of
Business next to the new
Carillon Place Dining
Center and also demolish West Hall and the
Administration building.
After demolishing the
Administration building,

"All information compiled from http://www.bgsu edu/colleges/library/cac/
uarchives/uatour/page49101.htrnl

... beautiful buildings like our
new ones have a significant
impact."
With the completion
of Falcon Heights and
Centennial Hall, Krakoff and
Waters hope renovations
and construction will bring
a more "positive energy"
to campus.
"New residence halls bring
a krt of energy and life with
them and the new halls are
definitely doing that now,"
Waters said.
Although some of the larger construction projects on
campus may be finished the
University will continue with
smaller scale projects, like the
renovations to the academic
buildings, Krakoff said.
"We're really making
steady improvements on
everything," Krakoff said.
"It will be an exciting time at
the University."

Editor's note: This story
originally ran in Friday's
issue ofTheBG News.

Concerned about campus?
Have questions or noticed something out of the ordinary?
Contact The BG News at thenews@bgnews.com or 419-372-6966.
Find us on Facebook and Twitter.

[VILLAGE

Internet To Do List:

APARTMENTS
Facebook

■ 1986
Smoking is banned in the
Jerome Library, nine years
after it opens.

■ 2002
Project designed to install
photovoltaic panels on
the Ice Arena roof to
supply energy to it and
city electrical grid as well
as to increase energy
rates. Cost of the project
is $2,400,000.

the master plan will call for
a new "campus gateway"
to be built in its place. The
University plans to begin
focusing more on landscaping as it constructs this gateway and other renovations in
the future, Krakoff said.
"We now have the opportunity to really look at it Ithe
University] closely and really
rethink a lot of our open spaces," Krakoff said. "The site of
the administration building
becoming a prominent gateway is really one of the more
exciting transformations
you'll see on campus."
New buildings and
renovations such as the
University's two new dining
centers, the Stroh Center,
the Wolfe Center for the
Arts and two new residence
halls help raise enrollment,
said Gary Swegan, director
of admissions.
"Any kind of construction
on campus speaks to potential students and their families," Swegan said. "We're
finally seeing the master plan

PLAN

Twitter

■ 1988
Non-alcoholic nightclub
■Quad Rock Cafe" opens
in Founders Quadrangle

THlBCiNtWS

THE OAKS Dining Cefiter opened on Friday and has been a popular lunch site for many students who arrived on campus over
the weekend.
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CONSTRUCTION CHECKPOINT
University finishes construction on buildings across campus
Compiled by Dan Lemle
Reporter
As students travel back to Howling (ireen for the beginning of a new semester, the University campus will surely look and feel different.
Construction has concluded for Centennial and Falcon I (eights residence halls and the Slroh Center, with the Wolfe Center for the Arts to
lie finished soon.
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Dining halls
open on schedule
Pinkberry opening delayed until mid-September
ByAtuaWldman

Editor's note: This story originally ran in Friday's issue of The BG News.

CENTENNIAL HALL

WOLFECENTER:

WithanincTeaseuieiirollmentCPverthepasttwyears,the
class of 2015 may be the largest in the University's history.
To accommodate this large number, Centennial Hall is a brand
new housing option for this year and exclusively for first year
students.
Centennial 1 {all, located in-between Conklin and East halls
can house up to 664 students. Rooms in the buildings are
doubles, each with its own bathroom.
Centennial Hall has air conditioning and Wi-Fi Internet.

TheWbffeCenterwiUhciuserjerfbrrrur^ameventsarxi
It will serve as a cornmon area where theatre, dance, musical.
film and digital arts productions can be worked on and produced.
"The Wolfe Center is unlike any other building in North
America," said Van Wright assistant to the president for enrollment management.
The center has an environmentally-friendly design and has
various initiatives that will keep energy costs down.

Managing Editor

The sweet scent of donuts
and coffee is drifting
across campus.
It's a hint of one of several
new dining options available
to students this fall.
The University opened
two new dining halls Friday,
bringing two chain restaurants to campus.
The Oaks, near McDonald
Hall, features a Dunkin
Donuts. Carillon Place, near
Kohl and East halls, features
Pinkberry frozen yogurt,
opening Sept 19.
Changes were long overdue, said Mike Paulus, director of Dining Services. The
last dining remodel was in
1985 at Founders Keepers
food court, he said.
"The focus on campus has
really been heightening the
culinary expertise," he said.
"In these dining halls, we're
going back to the basics, with
an open kitchen, where you
can watch a quality product

being made."
Dining Services will also
open a new Outtakes snack
shop at the Jerome Library
today. Last week, its offices
moved into The Oaks'
second floor.
"A lot has happened over
the summer, and we're
already getting positive feedback," Paulus said. "I'm sure
we'll have some last minute
tweaks but for the most part,
everything is ready to go."
Workers encountered a few
setbacks while constructing
the new buildings — most
specifically at Carillon Place
— but the obstacles didn't
prevent the buildings from
opening their meal stations
on schedule.
Carillon Place's convenience store, however, won't
open until Sept. 9 at the earliest because of the obstacles,
said Marc Brunner, project
architect.
"Working on a big projSee DINING | Page 9

MEAL PUNS
In addition to new dining halls, new meal plan options are now
available to students.
Dining Services created the new meal plans to offer more options
to students, said Mike Paulus, director of Dining Services.
Students can select on& of the following, starting this semester:

TRADITIONAL

RETAIL

STROH CENTER:

FALCON HEIGHTS:

To enhance the college experience for all students, the Stroh
Center will house basketball and volleyball games, concerts
and convocations.
"The Stroh Center will be the first thing students will see when
coming to campus," said Van Wright, assistant to the president
for enrollment management.
In addition to the court, the Stroh will include locker and meeting nx)ins, staff offices for the coaches, Athletics Hall of Fame, a
ticket office, a merchandise store and a lounge.

Falcon Heights is a new housing option only available to
upperclassmen.
Located next to Offcnhauer Towers, ft,w,UI,hpiiS£0r}6fltudents and has two rooming style options.
One includes four separate rooms with a livmfe'sp^Wahd
two bathrooms; the other includes two bedrooms shared
between four people, a living space and two bathrooms.
Falcon Heights has air conditioning, Wi-Fi Internet and
private bathrooms.

GOLD

SILVER

BRONZE

19 meals/week

14 meals/week

10 meals/week

1.953 falcon
dollars

1.799 falcon
dollars

1.512 falcon
dollars

10 meals/week *

CUSTOM
■<'< >--"-'•

7 meals/week* 5 meals/week +
875 falcon dollars 750 falcon dollar

■

University history is
created, preserved
Archives show how campus has changed
By Suzanna Anderson
Copy Chief

As the University enters its
second century, it continues
to expand and change —
much as it has since its creation as Bowling Green State
Normal College in 1910.
The first two buildings
on campus, University and
Williams halls, opened
in 1915.
When it first opened,
University Hall had classrooms, a library, an auditorium and the University
President's offices.
Williams
Hall
was
originally called North
Dormitory, according to the

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

STOP
by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

Available for 2011-2012

See HISTORY | Page 9

Colonial 'Barbers
Come In and Get your haircut Todayl
(X )

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!

University's library archives
website. Williams Hall
housed students until 1964,
when it was converted to
office space for the departments of history, political
science and sociology.
Many library curators
have observed more recent
changes on campus.
Lee McLaird, curator
of rare books and special
collections, has worked
with University archives
since 1987.
Information about the
University's history is now
available online because of
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ence like this."
Because of their features,
The Oaks and Carillon Place
will receive some level of recognition as Leaders in Energy
and Environmental Design,
Pduhis said.
The buildings collect rain to
use in water-conserving toilets. They were also built from
materials within a 500-mile
radius of the work site.
"We're using some recycled
materials, too, like barn wood
and plastic from pop bottles,"
Paulus said.
)on Zachrich, former
Undergraduate
Student
Government chair of auxiliary

affairs, worked with administrators and Dining Services to
brainstorm ideas for the new
dining centers.
Zachrich. a junior, helped
plan all aspects of the buildings — from design, to green
features and food options —
and said he is excited to finally
see his work take life.
"The buildings are definitely
created with students in mind,
and personally, I hope they
love them, he said.

Hall, Gate Theatre and the
original Falcon Heights.
The Barracks and Falcon
From Page 8
Heights were "temporary
her work.
structures ... built immeAlthough \lrl ami stud- diately following World
ies the past, she continues to War II to offset increased
look toward the future, espe- housing demands for men
cially with Ihe new Stroh from the armed services
Center that opened Aug. 13.
whose education was pro"I'm not going to miss hav- vided for by the federal
ing trouble finding a parking government," according to
space," said McLaird, since the archives website.
library employees park in Lot
From the 1940s to 1962,
N, where traffic was some- the temporary structures
times congested because of had a home at the University.
athletic events.
The original location of
Having athletic facilities Tin Pan Alley, steel buildcloser to 1-75 also invites ings to house additional
people to the University men, was located where
and city, she said.
Jerome Library sits today.
The University continues
North College Drive
to add more buildings to housed the Barracks,
adapt to changing student and Overman Hall was
needs and a larger student built on Falcon Heights'
population.
original site.
Two new dining and resiThis year's new Falcon
dence halls will open this Heights Residence Hall,
fall, and the Wolfe Center for therefore, isn't far from its
the Arts could possibly open original location.
later this academic year.
Sometimes buildings
Although new buildings went beyond their origiare close to completion, nal purposes to become
others were demolished to residence halls when
make room.
the University had a
The Wolfe Center sits housing shortage.
where the Saddlemire
Alice Prout Hall housed
Student Services build- students from 1955 until
ing once stood. Kodgers 2001. It was demolished to
Quadrangle was demol- build the Union.
ished in 2010, where the
The Eppler men and womCentennial Residence Hall en's gymnasiums became
now resides.
the Eppler Complex in the
Other buildings demol- 1979-80 academic year. In
ished in the University's 1944, military personnel
history
include
Alice lived in the men's gymnaProut Hall, Tin Pan Alley, sium. In 1943, the women's
Natatorium, Barracks, Ivy gymnasium housed fresh-

men girls and the Sigma
Rho Tau and Phi Mu sororities.
Shatzel Hall housed students until 1965. Since then,
it has been an office building.
The Student Health
Center used the second
floor in 1977 as a temporary
men's dormitory.
Conklin Hall officially
opened in 1962 as a residence hall and was used as
such until 2007, when the
offices in the Saddlemire
Student Services Building
transferred. Conklin then
returned to a residence
hall for the incoming 2010
freshmen class.
The
following have
only been residence halls
and not transformed into
office space: Harshman
Quadrangle,
Kreischer
Quadrangle, Offenhauer
Towers,
McDonald
Quadrangle, Greek houses,
La Maison Francaise (The
French House), Founders
Quadrangle and Kohl Hall.
Marilyn Levinson, curator of manuscripts, has
worked in the University
archives since 1979.
For example, she was concerned the green landscape
would disappear when East
Hall was completed in 1997
to centralize the English
and American Culture
Studies departments — but
luckily that wasn't the case.
"They've been really
sensitive to keep campus
green," Levinson said. "I'm
glad they left green space."

From Page 3
eel like this, some days it's
daunting, but in the end, it's
very rewarding," he said. "An
awful lot of people have been
involved in getting the dining
halls ready on time."
The two-story buildings
are different than anything previously offered on
campus, he said.
"Architecturally, they're very
unique and interesting buildings," Brunner said. "I think a
lot of people have been anticipating a better food experi-

HISTORY

Editor's note: This story
originally ran in Friday's
issue ofTheBG News.

HISTORY LESSON
The archives website has
several fun facts about campus.

■ 1921
While Hanna HaTs
construction began in
1916, it was not completed
until 1921, due to
material shortages in the
aftermath of World War
I and bankruptcy of the
contractor.

■ 1950
Margaret Truman —
daughter of President
Harry Truman — visited
the University in March to
sing for the artists series
entertainment at the Guest
House which is no longer

11959
A bakery is added to
Williams Hall to serve
as the main source
of baked bread for all
of the dining halls on
campus.
11971
Nearly 60 mph winds
blow the second roof
off Memorial HaH
and Anderson Arena,
inflicting other minor
damage.
11980
Jimmy Carter —
former United States
president — stayed at
the University while on

the campaign trail for the
1980 presidential election
at the Guest House,
which is no longer in use.

BYRON M»CK

From Page 1
house, according to a document from the May 6 Hoard
of Trustees meeting.
Funding for such construction projects can come from
the University, the state and
donations, Krakoff said.
Along
with
housing changes on campus,
Krakoff and Ihe University
plan to renovate University,
Moseley, I lanna and South
halls throughout the next
four to 10 years.
"We're
finishing up
what has really been a bold
change," Krakoff said. "We
now want to turn the ship and
focus on academic areas."
The University also plans
to build a new College of
Business next to the new
Carillon Place Dining
Center and also demolish West Hall and the
Administration building.
After demolishing Ihe
Administration building.

"All information compiled from http://www.bgsu.edu/colleges/library/cac/
uarchives/uatour/page49101.html

... beautiful buildings like our
new ones have a significant
impact."
With the completion
of Falcon Heights and
Centennial Hall, Krakoff and
Waters hope renovations
and construction will bring
a more "positive energy"
to campus.
"New residence halls bring
a lol of energy and life with
them and the new halls are
definitely doing thai now,"
Waters said.
Allhough some of the larger construction projects on
campus may be finished, the
University will continue with
smaller scak' projects, like the
renovations to the academicbuildings, Krakoff said.
"We're really making
steady improvements on
everything," Krakoff said.
"It will be an exciting time at
the University."

Editor's note: Tliis story
originally ran in Friday's
issue ofTheBG News.

Concerned about campus?
Have questions or noticed something out of the ordinary?
Contact The BG News at thenews@bgnews.com or 419-372-6966.
Find us on Facebook and Twitter.
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Internet To Do List:

APARTMENTS
Facebook
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Apartments Available •

■ 1986
Smoking is banned in the
Jerome Library, nine years
after it opens.

■ 2002
Project designed to install
photovoltaic panels on
the Ice Arena roof to
supply energy to it and
aty electrical grid, as well
as to increase energy
rates. Cost of the project
is $2,400,000.

the master plan will call for
a new "campus gateway"
to be built in its place. The
University plans to begin
focusing more on landscaping as it constructs ihis gateway and other renovations in
the future. Krakoff said.
"We now have the opportunity to really look at it |the
University] closely and really
rethink a lot of our open spaces," Krakoff said. "The site of
the administration building
becoming a prominent galeway is really one of the more
exciting transformations
you'll see on campus."
New buildings and
renovations such as the
University's two new dining
centers, the Stroh Center,
the Wolfe Center for the
Arts and two new residence
halls help raise enrollment,
said Gary Swegan, director
of admissions.
"Any kind of construction
on campus speaks to potential students and their families," Swegan said. "We're
finally seeing the master plan

PLAN

Twitter

■ 1988
Non-alcoholic nightdub
"Quad Rock Cafe" opens
in Founders Quadrangle.

lili -. HI A'.

THE OAKS Dining Center opened on Friday and has been a popular lunch site for many students who arrived on campus over
the weekend
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Freshmen could break
University records

Freshmen move in
to Centennial Hall,
prepare for classes

By Bobby W.ddl.
In Focus Editor

PHOIOS BY BYRON MACK AND ALYSSA GANNON ! I Hi K> NEWS

TOP LEFT: Austin Jones prepares lo move into his new loom with the
help of his mothef and grandmother.
TOP RIGHT: Incoming freshmen and their patents wait in line outside of
Centennial Hall Friday afternoon on move-In day.
MIDDLE RIGHT: Incoming freshman Nick Olmstead picks out boob
witji the hejy of hi) fa^herj^ik^ Qlrrjyea.d.,.^ , _ .——
BOTTOM LEFT: Andr«a/hlgieiich«cks In new fresljnan Eric Kelly, a
criminal justice major, on his first day.

Bargaining talks progress
Administration, faculty union discuss contract
ByAlkuWldman
Managing Editor

The University's faculty
union and administrators
recently began contract
negotiations after nearly a
year of preparation.
The two negotiating teams
met four times this summer
to address bargaining topics, including faculty salaries,
benefits and employment

terms and conditions.
"It's a new position to be
in, but a good one," said
David Jackson, faculty association president. "There
are actually players at the
table now. It's great to finally
start negotiating for a legally
binding contract."
Representatives from both
See FACULTY | Page II
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GSS pushes for equality
By Dana* King
Assistant Pulse Editor

"We want to make

The Graduate Student Senate
will start addressing key issues
at its first meeting Sept. 9.
The most important: developing a graduate strategic plan, GSS
President David Sleasman said.
The University's graduate college doesn't have a strategic plan
for graduate students, while the
undergraduates do, he said.
"|It*sl telling the University
and people outside of the
University what the meaning of
the University is regarding graduate education," Sleasman said.
"We know graduate education
is important, but we're not quite
sure where that fits into everything else, so we're hopefully
going to define that as we go."
Rodney Rogers, interim senior
vice president and provost, said
where everything fits is an aspect
of the graduate strategic plan.
"Part of the strategic plan is
how do we position the programs
that we have to make them bet-

sure [the new]
structure works
efficiently."
Michael Ogawa | Graduate Dean
ter," he said.
Other big issues Sleasman
expects GSS will face this year
include managing funding and
funding cuts, discussing program
closure recommendations and
increasing the quality of graduate
programs.
"Potentially, graduate student programs could be cut,"
Sleasman said. "Last year graduate education in general received
a rather disproportionate cut in
funding as compared to the rest
of the school, so we're real concerned by that."
Some of these issues carried
See SENATE | Page II

After celebrating its
centennial last year,
the University could
possibly enter its second century with its
largest incoming class
ever: 4,000 projected
freshmen.
Gary Swegan, director of admissions, said
this year's class may
make history in other
ways. With more than
15 percent of students
projected to come from
out of state and about
22 percent projected
students of color, it
will be the most geographically and racially
diverse class, too.
The high numbers
were achieved by building off of last year's
recruiting momentum,
he said.
In fall 2010, 3,871
freshmen enrolled at
the University, improving upon fall 2009's
3,166 — the lowest in a
five-year span.
"Last year... we were
just trying to get some
momentum back, and
then we ended up ...
much further than we
had originally anticipated," Swegan said.
"This year, we went into
it right off the bat. Our
goal was 4,000."
The class has higher
average academic characteristics than most of
the last decade, Swegan
said. Its anticipated
average high school
GPA is 3.26 and anticipated ACT score is 22.
Dermot Forde, director of advising, said academic standards have
remained the same for
admissions.
In addition, the
University Program
for Academic Success,
a program to help students who struggled
through high school,
enrolled about 100
fewer students than last
fall, he said.
The University balances a focus on city
and University community and scholarship
when it appeals to prospective students, Forde
said.
"It's a balanced
approach, that Bowling
Green is a very warm
and welcoming community ... but I also
think they balance that
with a very strong message that says 'college is
hard work," Forde said.
Forde commended
the admissions staff for

"We ended up...
much further
than we had ...
anticipated."
Gary Swegan | Director
increased efforts, which
Swegan said more than
doubled from last year
in terms of off-campus
recruitment.
The recruiting was
"more assertive," Forde
said, reaching students
all over Ohio as well as
Chicago, upstate New
York and Pittsburgh.
"We have extended
our reach," he said.
Forde also credited
the efforts of the entire
University to recruit students, citing Presidents
Day as a major effort.
"It's admissions coordinated, but everybody on campus gets
involved with that
because it's important,"
Forde said. "Every time
I go to an event, there
are people from all over
campus who show up to
meet students."
This year's numbers
were largely yielded
from the changes made
for recruiting the fall
2010 class from the fall
2009 class, Swegan said.
Throughout this year,
the University is anticipated to make 100 different community and
technical college visits,
head to about 300 col:
lege fairs and make
1,000 high school visits,
he said.
Another
helpful
factor, Swegan said,
is the University's
increased focus on its
infrastructure.
"I've become fond of
saying that in the lifetime of our prospective
students, we've only
built four buildings,"
Swegan said. "This year
we have six coming
online in one semester,
so that speaks progress
to prospective students
when they come on
campus — no question
about it."
Swegan also credited the "hot streak" the
University has experienced with national recognition in publications
like U.S. News, Business
Week and Worid Report.
The University was
featured in U.S. News'
ranking of colleges'
focus on the undergraduate in 2010.
See ENROLL | Page II
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Greek governing councils prepare for events, service
ByD.nwKing
Assistant Pulse Editor

The University's four Greek
governing councils are
planning to jump start the
school year with a variety
of events.
All the Greek fraternities
and
sororities
belong to four councils:
the Independent Greek
Council, the Panhellenic
Council, the Interfraternity
Council and the National
Pan-Hellenic Council.
The councils host events
for their own chapters, other
Greeks and non-Greeks
throughout the year.
The Independent Greek
Council is home to six chapters of various types.
"We're like a melting
pot," said Gary Strain,

FACULTY
From Page 10
sides said negotiations could
take a year or more, especially
since this is the University's
first contract.
"I think we're both on the
same page—it's in the health
of the University that we conclude this first negotiation at
a reasonable time," Jackson
said. "I don't see why it should
take much more than a year,
if both sides are willing to
work hard."
Until that contract is complete, faculty and administrators cannot discuss specific
bargaining topics with the
media, said Dave Kielmeyer,
senior director of communications at the University.
Both sides said the negotiation meetings have been
"productive and cordial," but
could not elaborate further on
their progress.
"Any contract is important, but the first one has
extra importance," said Pat
Pauken, vice provost for governance and faculty relations. "The biggest thing to
remember isn't a time frame,
but getting it right."
Working with a familiar,
experienced group of faculty
and administrators makes the

vice president of scholarship and service. "We
strive for diversity."
The Independent Greek
Council just finished
restructuring its executive
board this summer and
is now focusing on creating more unity between its
chapters and other councils
in the Greek community,
Strain said.
The council plans to host
several service events.
Along with the many
recent changes for the
University as a whole, there
have also been changes in
Greek Life, Strain said.
"Greek Life is really transforming itself," he said. "I
think it will give everyone a
fresh start."
Brittany
Hartory,
Panhellenic Council presi-

job even easier, he said.
"Both sides have a deep
dedication to BGSU," Pauken
said. "We bring much faculty
and administrative experience to the bargaining table,
and I'm happy to work with
this group."
Jackson expressed similar
feelings regarding the newlyappointed negotiating teams.
"The faculty association
is really glad the president
appointed a team we think is
tuned in to how the contract
ought to be," he said. "There
are a lot of good perspectives
at the bargaining table."
Regular meetings between
the two negotiating teams
will continue throughout the
school year.
Once a contract has been
completed, students and
faculty will be notified, and
the contract will most likely
be posted on the University's
website, Pauken said.
"The goal is to negotiate a
good contract that is beneficial to faculty, administrators
and the University as a whole,"
he said. "The idea is to bargain
in good faith, and I really think
things are progressing nicely."

dent, also acknowledged
changes in fraternities and
sororities at the University.
"IGreek Life has] moved
from Residence Life to the
Dean of Students Office, and
that's probably the biggest
change we've had in fraternity and sorority life in general," Hartory said.
The Panhellenic Council
is made up of 13 sororities
with big plans for the new
school year.
The first event they are
hosting is formal recruitment, which is set to take
place Aug. 24 through 28.
Other upcoming programs hosted by the
Panhellenic Council include
hazing prevention week
Sept. 19 through 23, and
domestic violence awareness week Oct. 3 through 7.

SENATE
From Page 10
over from previous years, but
many may change because
of the new University president and other new administrators, Sleasman said.
The graduate college is
changing, too.
Michael Ogawa, interim
dean of the graduate college, said he is one of several
new faculty members from a
restructure of the graduate

ENROLL
From Page 10
"We were eleventh in
the country," Swegan said.
"The first four schools were
Dartmouth, Princeton, Yale

The Panhellenic Council
also plans to host an event
to highlight the service of all
Greek councils, but there is
not yet a date for the event,
Hartory said.
The
Interfraternity
Council is composed of 16
fraternities and president
Larry Serfozo said the council has exciting plans to
emphasize University pride
and work with other campus
organizations this year.
This
summer,
the
Independent
Greek
Council and its chapters
worked on recruitment.
It now plans to focus
on meeting more people
inside and outside of the
Greek community.
Recent changes at the
University makes this an
exciting time to be a part of

Greek life, Serfozo said.
Brianna
Stephens,
president of National PanHellenic Council, also spoke
of the change sweeping
across the campus.
"[All the change has]
helped us to utilize our
resources and be more
aware of our surroundings,"
she said.
The
National
PanHellenic Council is a historically African-American
Council and is made up of
nine fraternities and sororities, with seven represented
at the University.
The council's first
major event is Meet the
Greeks, an event nonGreeks and Greeks can
attend to meet council
and chapter members.
It will take place Sept. 6.

National Pan-Hellenic
Council will also host a step
show the day of the homecoming game, Oct. 15.
"It's our major fundraiser as well as an entertainment source for students," Stephens said.
"Members of the chapters
come and support."
The council's goal for this
year is to increase awareness about Greek Life and
the positive aspects of being
Greek, Stephens said.
to sion up TO* rofnuj recruitment of
tor mot* information, visit www.bgsi.
•du/r/wk. Registration a open until
Wednesday

Editor's note: This story
originally ran in Friday's
issue ofTheBG News.

college faculty.
"We want to make sure
|the new] structure works
efficiently," Ogawa said.
Another issue GSS faced
last year was communicating with key administrators, Sleasman said.
This year, however, communication has improved,
he said.
"We've talked to Mazey
— she's walked in and she's
developed what's called the
University council, which is
kind of a mixture of the presi-

dent, cabinet, other administrators and then student representatives," Sleasman said.
"So for me, that's already very
positive. That's something
we advocated for last year."
Ogawa has been working on communication
with GSS as well by including the GSS president on a
team he created.
It includes Ogawa, the
associate dean, three graduate council members and
the president of GSS, Ogawa
said.

The leadership team will
identify areas of concern
and set agenda items for general discussion in Graduate
Council, a body that governs
the Graduate College.
Its members are elected
by the graduate faculty.
Graduate students will be
fully involved in the leadership team, Ogawa said.

and Brown."
"There will be a renewed
emphasis on the retention
of students and making sure
that we put some things in
place to ensure that we will
be able to keep students,"
Swegan said.

Swegan said the future
is looking bright, having recently received the
1,000th application for the
fall 2012 year, two-anda-half weeks earlier than
receiving that application
for 2011.

"Boy," Swegan said. "We're
off like gangbusters for 2012
already."

Editor's note: Tliis story
originally ran in Friday's
issue ofTlieBG News.

Editor's note: This story
originally ran in Friday's
issue of TheRC News.

SEE VyWW.BGNEWS.COM TO STAY UPDATED ON
NEWS AND EVENTS ON CAMPUS WITH
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Editor's note: This story originally ran in Friday's issue of
TheBGNews.
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University leaders
Student government
guide through change officers eager for new year
Compiled by Asia Rapai
Editor-in-Chief
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University at the end of
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assist with those transi-

it relates to residential

programmatic efforts."

The biggest one is the one

issues.

tions and take over a vast

dining, campus visitors

How her role has changed

we don t know about, that

lb returning students:

majority of Whipples

and [Chartwells] stores."

since last fall: "Everyone

hasn't come up yet, that's

Get involved if you're not,

responsibilities, she said.

Paulus said he is in charge

in Residence Life has

kind of our rule of thumb,

play hard and study hard.

of a variety of areas, in-

changed." They have spent

but I think the big ones are
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£

cluding the culinary staff,

more time focusing on

the Connecting Undergrad-

year. CUE, the retention

marketing, construction

facilities and construction

uate Education program,

of students on campus,

and design.

to get everything ready

shared governance with the

making sure students voices

How his role has
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she said. "Once students
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same strong voice that we've
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are here, and everything is
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Education
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Vice President of
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always had.

he would want it to be:

have created more options

If USG could accomplish

Make the UnK/ersity's reten-

and varieties for students.

one thing the whole year,

tion rate higher.

music program and ft is big
enough that it had a lot of
opportunities, but small
enough that he didn't feel
like a just a number.
Platform: Transparency
and through that, letting
people know USG exists.
lb returning students:
Take advantage of every
opportunity that's given to
you.
Key USG issues this
year To get all the senate
seats filled.
If USG could accomplish one thing the
whole year, he would
want it to be: For USG
to be the channel for every
student to have their voice
heard.
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NAT! ElEKONICH
TYLER BECK, (while. 89) and Dominique Wharton (white. 78) prepare to block defensive linemen Bryan Thomas (orange. 43) and Jairus Campbell (orange. 90) in a preseason practice Aug 16 at Doyt Perry Stadiui

Improvement in the trenches
Offensive line returns four starters, hopes improved
continuity leads to better on-field results
ByMich.l.Wy.ocki
Assistant Sports Editor

The Falcons put it all on the line this
season — the offensive line that is.
Instead ofhavingfournewstarters
to the offensive line like last season,
the team has four returning starters
taking the three-point stance when
BG opens against Idaho.
According to senior Ben Bojicic,
the Falcons starting center, the line
still has a lot of work to do, but he is
predicting good things.
'There is a lot more communication and everyone knows what
they're doing a lot better than last
year," Bojicic said.
Due to multiple injuries on the
line last year, one being Bojicic, the
coaching staff made the decision to

bring Jordan Roussos, a defensive
lineman, over to play offense.
A year later and with a season
under his belt, Roussos admits he
is still not completely comfortable
with the position, but he said from
where he started, the only way he
could go was up.
"Offensive line is a lot of small
nuances," Roussos said. "Anyone
can really be big and push things,
but for the offensive line to be a
really successful offensive line at a
Division 1 level takes a lot small skills
that you develop over time."
Last season the offensive line was
less than consistent due to injuries
and movement of players.
See OFFENSE | Page 15

FOOTBALL GLANCE

Clawson, Jones look for young defensive linemen
to step up performance, have big seasons

LAST SEASON: 2-10 (1-7
MAC) Beat Marshall in home
opener, Central Michigan on the
road.

By Ryan Satkowiak
Sports Editor

KEY RETURNERS: WR
Kamar Jorden. TE Alex Bayer.
OL Ben Bojicic. DL Chris Jones.
LB Dwayne Woods
KEY LOSSES: RB Willie Geter.
OL Tyler Donahue, DL Angelo
Magnone, LB Eugene Fells

AT BGNEWSSPORTS.COM:
More coverage of BG football
leading up to the Sept. 1 opener

at Idaho.

Last season, the Falcons' defensive
line struggled to get pressure on
the quarterback.
The unit as a whole amassed only
10 sacks in 2010, and six of those
came from All-MAC defensive tackle
Chris Jones.
This season, if the Falcons are
going to improve a defense that
allowed 33.6 points and 432 yards
per game last season, they need
the defensive line to step up as a
cohesive unit.
"For us to have the year that we
want to have, Kevin Moore needs
to step up and become an All-MAC
player; it's his third year as a starter
and he has the physical tools to do

KICKING OFF THE SEASON

Bs^^M^Bv4

•

■
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See DEFENSE I
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BG football could have much
improved record in 2011

4
T-r^^-

it," said head coach Dave Clawson.
"Chris Jones has to be Chris Jones,
and then you have guys like Ted
Ouellet, Jairus Campbell, Ronnie
Gobel ... those guys need to be
quality football players who can
give us solid reps."
Gobel came to BG in 2009 as
an all-area defensive end from
Plymouth, Mich. After redshirting
his freshman year and suffering a
season-ending collarbone injury in
the In st game of last season, he is
ready to get onto the field and showcase what he can do.
"I'll feel like I've gotten my
feet wet now; I feel like I'm ready
to play football," Gobel said.
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MATT GREISINGER battles with Butler forward Chad Rigg at the two team's scrimmage at Cochrane Field Sunday. The Falcons came bad to beat the
No 21 ranked Bulldogs 2-1

Last season was a predictably tough
year for Falcon football.
After a 2009 season where the
Falcons won seven games led
by a senior-heavy squad, the
team struggled to a 2-10 record
in year two under head coach
Dave Clawson.
The team lost several key contributors from the 2009 team, including record-setting quarterback
Tyler Sheehan and receiver Freddie
Barnes. Not to mention, the offensive line was decimated by injuries
in 2010, which resulted in two play-

ers from the defensive line getting
moved to the offensive line.
In addition, the Falcons had a difficult schedule. Four teams on the
Falcons' Mid-American Conference
schedule last season won at least
eight games. Only four teams the
Falcons played last year had a losing
record and two of those teams —
Marshall and Kent State — were 5-7.
Given the fact that the Falcons
lost four games by three points or
less last season, it would appear that
BG's 2010 record was not indiative of
the talent on the team.
This season, the Falcons return
a considerable amount of experience, including their best players
on each side of the ball — Dwayne
See RECORD | Page 14
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Falcons lose first two games
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WOMEN'S SOCCER

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Follow us

For continued coverage of all BG athletics,

The BG women's soccer team dropped its

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

extending beyond what goes in the paper,

first two games of the regular season over the

your account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sports.

check out the BG News Sports blog at

weekend. The team lost to Loyola (III) and

Sports" to become a fan.
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Mid-American Conference announces
new post-season tournament format
en's tournament will begin
March 3 and have the same
The Mid-American Conference arrangements.
Tournament has a new way
"Changing the tournament bracket falls in line
of operating.
The conference announced with our philosophical
the new format last Thursday, approach to each of the
and it's effective for both MAC Championships," said
the men's and women's Greg Christopher, director
of Athletics and chair of the
tournaments.
It will have the top two NCAA Division 1 Women's
seeds receiving byes to the Basketball Committee, in
semifinals of the tourna- the statement. "Our tournament, while the third and ments and championships
fourth seeds will receive are about preparing our best
teams for postseason.
byes to the quarterfinals.
"With that in mind, it makes
"This continues the efforts
of our membership to chal- sense to give our top teams
lenge the status quo," said byes and better-position their
MAC Commissioner Dr. Jon paths to the championship."
With the new format,
A. Steinbrecher in a statement
released by the conference. seeds 5 to 12 would play with
"The new format will increase each other until two teams
the importance of each regu- are left from that pool. Those
lar season game and reward two teams would then play
teams that excel during the seeds 3 and 4, with the winregular season and bring ner of those games playing
greater value to the seeds the top two seeds.
earned by the top teams."
In past years, the top four
Opening round games of seeds would have byes to the
the men's MAC Tournament quarterfinals, and the four
will be held at campus sites teams who won in the first
BYRON MACK I PHOTO EDITOR
beginning March 5, featur- round would play against
ing the No. 5 to 12 seeds in one of the four teams who JOE JAKUB0WSKI attempts to get a lay up past Akron's Zele Marshall in a game
played last season at Anderson Arena.
the tournament. The wom- had a bye.

From Page 13

Woods and Chris )ones on
defense; Kamar lorden on
offense. In addition, the
Falcons have an easier nonconference schedule.
last season, the Falcons
played strong mid-major
teams in Troy and Tulsa,
in addition to Big Ten team
Michigan. The Falcons' only
non-conference win came

against Marshall.

This season, the Falcons
start at Idaho, who went 6-7
last season, before playing FCS
Morgan State and Wyoming
at home. After a game against
2010 MAC Champion Miami,
the Falcons take on West
Virginia on the road.
The one argument against
the Falcons having a big
rebound season is their conference schedule. Six of the
eight MAC teams the Falcons
play this year had a winning

record last season, including double-digit win teams
in Miami University and
Northern Illinois. While the
Falcons could realistically
start the season 3-0, they do
not play a conference team
that they beat last season,
and don't get games against
Akron or Central Michigan,
who combined to go 4-20
last season.
However, this is a recent
precedent for big turnarounds in the MAC. In

2009, Miami struggled to a
1-11 record under first year
head coach Mike Haywood.
Last year, they improved to
10-4 and won a MAC title
and a bowl game.
In 2007, Temple went 4-8
and improved to 5-7 in 2008.
In 2009, the Owls went 9-3
under Al Golden.
A potential plus for the
Falcons is neither coach is
with their team anymore.
"inlili-n a* ihi- Miami (FU
coaching job last, oflseason.
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3 x 3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE

while Haywood took the job
at Pittsburgh, before being
fired after two weeks due to
a domestic violence incident.
Given what players the
Falcons bring back — including two capable quarterbacks, a strong core of receivers and a healthy offensive
line — an improvement off
last season's record seems
like a strong bet.
Only time will tell just how

.

online at
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6G women's soccer drops
first two games of season
;

By ThtBGNws Spore Staff

^The BG women's soccer team
! started its season on the
■wrong foot.
The Falcons played the
first two games of the
Tegular season in Illinois,
taking on Loyola and
'. Illinois State. The Falcons
dropped both games, losing at Loyola 1-0 on an own
igoal Friday, and suffering a
5-2 defeat at Illinois State
Sunday afternoon.
Against
Loyola,
the
Rambles struck 19 minutes
into the game, when a free
kick glanced off the head of
a BG defender in the penalty
area and went into the net.
However, coach Andy
Richards felt that the team
played better than the score

DEFENSE
From Page 13

"I've done two camps
already, so I'm used to
that; I'm just excited for
the season though."
Gobel said he has fully
recovered from his injury,
but that he is getting a new
pair or shoulder pads to help
protect his collarbone.
With Jones, he enters his
first season as the proverbial
"go-to" guy on the defensive
line. A second team preseason All-MAC selection,
Jones is approaching the season from a leadership posi-

419-572-6977

2-0 late in the first half after
Ashley Miller and Kaylee
Draper scored just four minutes apart. However the
Redbirds scored five unanswered goals to end the game.
Kyla Cross scored two goals
in two minutes to tie the game,
and the Redbirds took the lead
10 minutes later.
Ison once again received the
start in goal stopping 11 of 16
shots she faced.
The Falcons are off until
Sunday, when they play
their home opener against
Detroit. Gametime is scheduled for 1 pin

tion, doing his best to try and
help the younger players on
the line improve.
"I just do my best every day
to try and improve," he said.
"Whether I get 20 sacks or
five, as long as we're getting
pressure on the quarterback
and everyone else is getting
their jobs done."
Jones said the depth on
the line is going to be a
strength for the team this
season.
"We have all these guys
coming in; we could rotate
three guys at every position,"
he said.
Jones also said he's been
mostly working on improving

his pass rush during camp
and working on improving
his hands.
What the defensive line
is capable of accomplishing this season remains to
be seen. However, there is a
good amount of young talent
on the roster that is anxious
to prove that it is better than
the results it put up last season.
"We're going to work
hard and get to the quarterback this year," Goble said.
"Obviously Kevin and Chris
are our most experienced
guys, and they're good, but
we have some young guys
who are really good too."
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OFFENSE
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"This is a great group of
guys — we have a great core
unit and I think we're ready
to hit this season strong,
especially in the running
game," Roussos said.
;"'Fattens""'cdach"' Dave
Clawson'predlcts' improvement will prevail this season: it is the third year of the

system he put in place.
The players have been
exposed to the same terminology on offense, defense
and special teams systems
for three years now.
"Day one |of camp] is
always exciting, especially
coming off a bad season, you
can't wait to get the next sea'46h started.- Clawson said.
Roussos 'feels they are
playing well together
and is staying optimistic

about the season.
"We have a lot of talent,"
Roussos said. "It's hard to
throw guys together; it's
about meshing together as a
unit and working together."
Bojicic hopes the team can
continue to come together
during camp and do what
they can to be their best.
Being his last season,
Bojicic said he hopes to
come back strong, win and
make it count.
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Becca
Ison
Junior goalkeeper

indicated.
"Over the 90 minutes, I
felt that we were the better
team for about 75 of them," he
said. "Unfortunately in those
other 15 minutes is when they
scored their goal."
Becca Ison received the
start in goal for the Falcons,
and she stopped three of four
shots she faced.
"We're
disappointed,
because you're always disappointed when you lose,
but we're not disheartened
because a lot of good things
came out of that game,"
Richards said.
The Falcons could not
carry that strong play into the
Sunday game against Illinois
State, as they fell apart in the
second half in a 5-2 loss.
The Falcons led the game
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Fresh Local Foods
Flowers and Plants

Third St obaaMBQeU
Qjaj MMtMaW toj raoaa Ma.

Live Music at 6:00 pm
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Useful Information
downtownbgohio.org
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You don't have to live like this.

wi ALSO OFFER:

WINTHROP TERRACE

> Free G*s(HMt Water, Cooking) > 24 Hr Mtlntcmnce
> Free High Speed Internet

> } Laundromats

> Free Saleable

> 2 Swimming Pools

> Free Resident Shuttle

> t&2BtdroomApts

> Air Conditioning

> Free Water & Trash

> FwtDVD Library

& SUMMIT

TERRACE

» P » R I M E H 1 S
Offlca: 400 E. Napolean Rd • 419.352.9135
Email: wlnthr0pa5erdmlch.com
Houri: Mon-Frl 9im-5pm, Sat 11im-3pm

Call us about our current specials!
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A Falcon flashback
A look at prominent dates in BG Athletics' history

2011 - Stroh
1959 • BGSU foot-

1964 - Forrest

2005-ESPN

Center opens. It is

1919-Marks the

ball was named the

Creason Golf

Gameday hosts

home to the

•irst Falcon

National Small

Course opens for

1967-BGSU Ice

show at BGSU

largest falcon

football season

College Champions

play.

Arena opens.

against NIU.

statue in the world.
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1960 - Anderson

1966 - Doyt Perry

1984-BGSU

2007-Whittaket

become the nick-

Arena (Memorial

Stadium opens. The

Hockey team wins

Track undergoes

name for the

Hall or "The House

team used to play

the national title-.

renovations.

University.

That Roars")

between where Jerome

opens its doors.

Library and the Educa-

1927-The Falcons

w

v
I
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tion Building are now
50-Yard line is where the
clock tower now stands.
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PHOTO COURTESY BGSU ATHLITICS

on sale for $124.99
To purchase, go to the Multi-Purpose Room in the Union,
(limited quantities available)
Phone: (419) 373.2851
Website: Bookstore.BGSU.edu

visit the Boobum website for hours.

